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Foreword

This book has been long--tragically long
in the making The need for a structured yet a.

..)

humane approach to student governance was
apparent as early as 1971, when the editorial
department ot the National Association ot
Elementary School Principak lust approached
Edward Ladd with the request that he write
such a book 1he manuscript was undergoing
tinal revision when [)r I add was killed in an
a« ident in 1973

Dr Ladd's notes w,.re turned over to John
Walden, who completed the task ot revision
and brought the manuscript up to date with
respei t to recent trends in school law

tinalk, we would like to say that without
the de\oted quidan«, and help ot Maria ladd,
Dr 1,,cld's widow, publication ot this book
would not hac hem) possible

The Editors
National Assoc lotion ot
Elementary Si hool Principals
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Preface

this book is meant to be practical If it's
not that, it s not a ,,nc, (',.,. Student discipline
is a pressing aird serious problem for which
school people urgcridly need all the help they
(an get

Teacher, are greatly onc erned about
discipline that to deaths,. the problem glibly
or to morallie about trying harder lust won't
do f urthermore, the tact that a %On, large
part rot the general public is extremely clic-
turbecl about discipline in the schools places
school people under the heal hest pressure to
decrlop better solutions to the problem Ihercr
()mem,. have at least a partial /rases in tact

-there is a significant amount of genuinely
disrupticr and dangerous helm\ ior even hn

'141111 'WO `41-1(101

`'rupertic ;all\ , the dangers in elementan,
schools are serums than those to be et-
Pe( teal in sec )ndm Imnk Rut there is it

am,thing .1 greater reason 110 dealing svith

them in the most professional way possible
It is in elementary schools that the young have
their earliest extended experien«rs with orga-
nued society and formal rules and rights It
is there that they are most Rely to develop
lasting habits of mind and of behavior It is

important that when youngsters go on to sec-
ondary school, they he more than halfway
prepared to function as the adult I ihiens they
will soon atterward become

Vrincipals and teachers in public elementary
r..., nucloie schools need answers to Prany dit-
terent questions Amu discipline Some can
he found In a 1)001i, some cannot N(/ 1)00k
can answer the question, kVhat should I do
in this situation' In order to help principals
and teat hers an.swer that question themselves
this hook attempts to clarify what one should
keep in mind and to des( rare l 'hat ( nur,,e,, of
a( turn are open when one con roots a pain(-
ular sduahon It is in this sense that the hook



Is intended to be practical
Print mak and teat hers end itinter disc ipline

problems riot because they are deficient in
skill or in virtue, but because they have inher-
ited from an outdated tradition misleading
definitions ot their respective roles The stress
in this hook, therefore, is on roles the princi-
pal and teacher may eftectively play I have
tried to keep out more personal biases and
opinions, so as to make what is tittered as
authoritative, scientific, and logical as possi-
ble The insights into disciplinary tasks and
ways ot dealing with them that you find in
this book sprang largely from my invaluable
ontacts vith children and with prat bong

teachers and principals, to v'. horn I owe a
great debt

As the reader will discmer, the book takes
its cue from the tact that our public schools
are ultimately governmental institutions, estab-
lished to at hieve certain public purposes, given
certain powers with which to act, and, like other
governmental institutions in a tree sot rely
under law, limited in certain ways as to that
they may proper-Iv do lVhat st hook must do.
may do, and mav not do about discipline is
.1 matter ot the governing of c hildren do the
most helptul overall name of reterenc . for
looking at the prohlem of discipline comes
Irani the fields of political m urnv and law
II is sic Ii a frame of rvirren«, that this
hook uses

the academic aspects of Ihv anaku`, al' in

part vvell authenticated by research and in part
based on extrapolations from researc h Some
of the analysis needs, no doubt, to he refined
or corrected Many of the assertions should
he hedged with such statements as "it ap-
pears," or "the (widen«. suggests," Or "it
seams reasonable to conclude.'" but to keep
the hook tram being cumbersome, such
phrases have been omitted For information
supporting any given statement, the reader Is
invited to examine the growing scholarly lit-
erature in the field and various of my own
writings on discipline and students' rights.

Because the hook is based on considera-
tions that go beyond the day-to-day operation
ot a school to the broader question of the
sc hoots' fundamental purpose and place in
our society, it might he thought of as being,
in its own area, both a cookbook and a sum-
mary ot the fundamentals ot nutrition.

I hope, indeed, that the hook will be useful
in the following ways

As helptul reading for principals themselves
As something to pass on to teachers who

are «interned about discipline or responsible
for it

AS a source ot materials that may even he
given to students who share in the governance
of their schools

As a basis for analysis and discussion at fac-
ulty meetings, inservi«e meetings, workshops,'
and «illege courses

Edward T I add



Lega l Bases
for Student

Governance

Public school principals and teachers have
legal responsibility for regulating the behavior
of the students in their charge, and they have
the Icgal authority to accomplish it Roth this
responsibility and this authority exist by virtue
of the constitutions and laws ot the respective
states and of the federal government The
question ot how school otticials should regu-
late student conduct is, therefore,
legal question

The American legal system is a «uffle\
arrangement of agreements defining various
rights ot arious people The public school,
which is part ot the apparatus ot gmernment,
has its own internal quasi-legal system rhe
school's provisions tor the governing of stu-
dents can then be seen as provisions for safe-
guarding and implementing the rights of vari-
ous people that may be atter fed by students'
/behavior or b what is done to regulate it

In the behavior ot students in a public ele-

partly d

mentary school, many rights ot many people
may he at stake The whole citizenry has the
right to have everyone in a school act in
accord with the law rhc people of the state
under which the school has been established
have the right to have school oiic fiats keep the
pros( rihed educational program ac«,ssible to
all the children nt the community, and, what
.iii ants to the same thing, the children have
the right nt access to an education Everyone
in the school and everyone ,fitter ted by :Is

program, including people who simply walk
past the building, have the right not to he
tnitired or endangered by students under the
school s Rinsch( non Everyone in the sc hoo)
has certain constitutional rights, which ether
people, parts( ularly those in legal authority,
are required in respect finally, those who
-own- the school building and ifs program,
the general public, have a right to have them
not put nut of wmmissicin or damaged
t



It would seem to be part to the lob ot
publit Viii admini,hators and tea( hers, the
ieol manager, of the sc hoot,, to see to it that
in their schools all of the,o kinds of rights ale
upheld as best the\ he But in this less
than fierier t world the interests ith
these rights are ton( rimed ,ornetinies condi( t,
and where ()111' n ,4111 end, and another bev,ms,
is (men unc lear therefore, t hoot people
triu,t mum. Iii (%11/1 sou Itirm the e\tcint
and the limit, to I'1111 ilL;111 \\.11111 tilt',('
appears 1(1 bi «ififlir t to inttio-os it is

for the si Imo! (mu ials to see to it that
isle prop( r }mho«. 1, k authorit of
admini,t fakirs and harg,e these
obligations is of tluree kinds I, authoot to

1)1W( 11,, ,11101 make rules a sort of 1i/g1,1,1-
tRe autficoit, 2i authority to tommlattt and
troplernent regulation, to issue orders, and grin-
eroll to bong ,,hoot compliance with these
u,hc des re1tilattims and order, an esec titict
authorit 1 atithorit to (lea! with ,1o1,1
him, that !rase occurred ,01r1 \.% oh other otirt
coritlir I, a sor t ut itylicial ,iiithoritS that
s( !wry innel hai.e authorit to these Sari-
oil, kinds doeso't mean ()I I nurse' that the\
fiac. l0 15111 ise 11 1!1('111..1+.:,, to) 1 ( I)111(1(.1-

.11)It' (1("411'1 tin's Mt' tree to delegate it to (m
aft/101er and to t,tridnt, It riot 111C,111 111(1001,

01,11 11111Ilialtek rei-porisible for the
it interest, and upholding to right,

anti chat thm, delegatt their aulhoot
th\ te111,110 at « ountaHI" i the professional
(harm it, to that thtIt'gation

\', hat kin,!, of lid( rests 1,,itli11)', (11

:1, ()ph' 11,1\ ' 1;1 111' (11`.( iplmc program to
;midi( t ii mentar hot); and what kind it
['dhoti. shottld he / stahlished hiwe,,i1 111(.111?
\\ othei yo,-(Is tin dillt)t.itt pen
pee lut lit h i program arid hat are their
rei-pet II' I' IWO,'

()

13,1,d( tilt' ans\\ers t() 1111,,0 till( salons are
to he found in the law \lam to the rights
that «micro the governance of students are
stated or implied ill state laws and local regu-
lations The tend to differ to some degree
from one s( hoc)! district to another Other
rights are derived trom federal law, even they,
however, differ from place to place in these
class when federal courts are in the process
of defining and redefining the limit, of various
rights, particularly students' rights, in school
settings Sometimes courts have not agreed
with each other on the same issue What is
said here isn't, theretoie, a substitute for good
legal counsel appropriate for the particular
mrisdiction or can it change the fact that,
when the c hips are down, anyone's legal rights
are simply what a particular court says they
arethat's how the pragmatic legal system
(,t the United States works Nevertheless, a
number of fairly reliable generalliations can
be made

Since the \. ery purpose (it a public school is
to educate, \Aithin it the public 's right to have
education made sic c essihle to students and
kept accessible to them, and the individual
student s fight Oil c ess to an Cdtl«itil)t) must

detmed 5e15 broadly This is the position
taken in the Report of the 1970 White House

ontetenw on Children

I he c hild basic nght in sc hoot is ac t es, to
- .instal ation N'hatc.er a chIld'

«)I()r rat I' I lass nonfat ,latti, physic al
ondition hehm, ,r he i. and should he

tqitiled hi pli1)11( ly ,,tIppirted educ Minna!
-er\

t li,h()1(11111,, till, 14;111 v it hin a Si Hoot pro-
gram for regulatim, /and( « RH t mean,' at
least three dung,

lest it Med ro, that \.% hen some student, are



disposed to behave rn ways that would inter-
tere with other students' access to education
or with their efforts to learn, something must
be done to see that they don't hehake that
way Most of the governance actikines in ele-
mentary schools today are aimed at protecting
this right to an education by getting kids not
to he noisy, disorderly, or disruptive

Second, it means that disciplinary policies
and prac tices themselves should allow educa-
tion to go forward and not impede or injure it
That is, policies and practices shiiuld he fol-
lowed whose effects On students' opportuni-
ties to learn and grow are at least neutral This
is a demanding requirement The education
to which a public school student is entitled
includes not only instruction in the three Rs,
but also education fat adult cinienship in a

«mole\ society From the time the student
enrolls in school to the time he rear hes the
age ot eighteen, he must have a chance to
develop a special roller non of notions and
teelings, skills and habits concerning treedom,
law and order, ind how to he a ritrlc n rn a
democratically stilt governing societk

lust after birth only a tiny amount of the
power over d c IlIkk it is in his own hands
the tact majority of it is in the hands ot the
adults who have charge -it him \\ hen he
reaches adulthood in a demo( rant society
large amount ot the power (Apr his litc
he in his own hands, and the rest ot it, also
a large amount %%tit be in 'the hands ot
government in xxhich he is ultimatel an equal
partner

It is (men said that part ot ()du( atIon for
e, teaching children in learn to

accept limits Ill one sense such tearhing Is
unnecessary \Ahenexer limits are teal, a child
cannot help learning to accept them as for
instance he cannot help learning to ,u rept

the limits imposed by the law ot gravity \\ hat
the aphorism is intended to convey, presum-
ably, is that children must learn reasons for
setting Huts to their own hehakior theniselkes
and develop skill in doing this This is true
enough These are things that children do not
learn by watching adults who have power oker
their likes set limits tor them, manipulate
them, or control the consequences of what
they do To learn these thiniKchildren must
act for themselves in practical settings, they
must experience the real, natural conse-
quences of various torms of self-indulgen«e
and sett direction, apart from artificial inter-
vention from the outside, and they must weigh
the advantages and disadvartages of various
kinds Of courses ot action The learn hovx
to be citizens in a democracy only by acting
in part as tree individuals and in part as citi-
rens working with other citirens through
democratic gowtrnan«) structures

The prerequisites ot education for ( Mien
ship include giving the gro)Aing student in-
creasing treedom and an inc reasiri share in
group decision, making for the governance (It
his (»\n lite and the likes of the rest of his
group lie vxill be able t() use adult ;reedom
intelligently ()nix it he has learned selt-
clisr iplme, that :s has learned to set limits to
his behaxior, or to put it et another vx,e, to
xoluntaril forego exert( 'sing part co the int-
rior)) alloxed him But the unit \Aat he can
learn to do this is to experiment both xxIth
(.0.r-rising certain treedoms truth. and xxith
gRing some 0)1 them up xoltintaril and to
mut that otter) the latter ts in the 1( mg run
more revtardiog the first prerequisite for
such learning then is that he he alloxxed
those freedoms and allovxed to expeo..me the
oust:gm:n(0'1 ()1 irdfig then) either xxas Lout

11,111, onl\ throogh stir( e,stut firsthand



tittrienc et Hi democratic 0.40:t gotrrernent earl

the student learn hrevt. intlli-
gent!', In That process e.t. filch also im.oket,
among other things Le.,1 ing lip Norne tfrcedegil

it the sepal is to hi rear hi ri the rate' it

lease has to In stead\ and stet p t,t netrath,
spealstog the process should go tith.ard re
.tart!!( Of Vhrthf,r the student rnas-
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(1111(11t'll 11 he( orning freer ar fp,
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Fundamentals of Governance:
Definitions, \orms,

and Influence Veasures

Fundamental to any students governance
program are its legal bases, discussed in Chap-
ter 1, and its basic norms, influence measures,
and compliance devices that undergird the
entire program Eery control technique has
its roots in one or several of the more funda-
mental ('lenient', of the governance program
that will he discussed in this chapter A basic
purpose of this chapter is to clarity the nature
of these elements norms, influence measures,
-and rot npl TIM dt"Vitt'S in midi t Att-enttort
is given to the problem sr hool personnel fre-
quently have with communicating what they
mean whc 'hey talk about -children respec t-
ing adults, lassroom control," "permissive
atmosphere" and other cornmonlv used terms

PROBLEMS WITH DEFINITIONS

Consider the very words generally used by
people who talk about discipline the basic

vocabulary is so full of ambiguities that, urless 19

one defines what he means by the words used
most often, misunderstanding is inevitable
Even worse, perhaps, ambiguous terms invite
people to switch meanings in the middle of
their lines of leasoning, and they thus end up
misleading themselves

The word "respect,' for example, which is
constantly used in conversations about school
discipline, has three &slim t meanings b evi-
dences -ot restraint of c ort=d-der aterress in dea-l-
ings with other people, as in, -Regardless of
your tooling,' about one another, I insist that
you show respect for each other", 2) one per-
son's opinion of another person's power to
have his way, or the other person's power rat-
ing or prestige, as in "Atter I sent that boy to
the office, the class seemed to have more
respect for me," or "Since punishing them, I

have their respect' , and 3) high regard for
someone, as in, "I really came to respect that



boy kers member 01 a school is entitled
to river t m the first sense, and teat hers, prin-
cipals, and student leaders need, but must
earn or inherit, a degree of respect in the
second sense Ni) one is automan(.alls en-
titled to respect in the third sense but it any-
one is to have it, as esers teacher should, he or
she must earn it by displacing qualities other
people value The three meanings are so dif-
terent that the constant use of the term "re-
spect" without definition almost proses that
our thinking is contused And as long as we
«mtinue to use the word this way, we are
unlikely to understand the subject

Consider the word "responsihle It too,
has three meanings 1) mature or wise, is

arol is vers responsible", 2) haying prerog-
ative or authority, as let you he respon-
sible for deciding that entirely b5 )ourself ",
and 31 ountable to someone else, as in,

m holding sou responsible tor doing this
right '3u( h a statement as 'children must
learn to be responsible" uses the \Nord in the
two sense. the \1,1). to bring this situation
about is to permit children to he responsible
in the se«md sense To make them respon-
sible in the third sense 111,1V not ,1((()MpliCh
that end, and may even interfere with it That
is, (Inl(lren cannot bee ime responsible in the
first sense of the term until they hase enjoyed

--resp-ens71)(fits in the second sense Tra expect
hildren to learn responsibility in the abstract

is trade It is rather like expric ling an athlete
to he«mni skillful in a sport without riser
permitting him to play the game

the word "permis,ave" has two distinct
meanings 11 the rules and requirements are
very Iiheral (though they may he firmly en-
forced}, as in "That school is very permissive,
students call the teacher,- by their first names'',
arid 21 the enforcing of rules is lax, as in "The

kids aren t supposed to c hew gum, but that
teacher is so permissive that he lets them "

"c3toct," when applied to a person, has two
similar meanings and a third one 1) his rules
are restrictive as in, 'Mr X is vers strict, he
doesn't alloys his children to (hew gum'',
21 the person enforces to the hilt whatever
rules there are, as in, ''Mr Y has hardly any
rules, but he is strict about the ones he has",
and 3) Moot, uninendls, as in, ''Mr Z is so
strict he nest r smiles

Democratic has at least iNNO meanings
II humane, kind, and considerate, as in, "He's

a sers democratic principal' and 2) self-
goserning as in, "We have mac hrnery for mak-
ing certain decisions demo( ran( ally by secret
ballot A principal V1110 says he is com-
mitted to operating democratically, using the
word in the first sense, may mislead himself
into thinking that he is being democratic in
the secants sense He is not likely to mislead
trim hers or students Howes er s,,ho will prob-
ably think hinl hypocritical

The word freedom Sutter; from the same
weakness It can mean 1) being able to do
anything one is disposed to do as in "He
beheses in «impiety treedom for his tourth-
graders or 2) being able to do shat one is
disposed to do within limits, as in, F ?eedom
doesn't mean license In( ipals and teachers
are Refs ttn use the term in the se( ind sense,
1. StlIdtitlk use it more often in the first
sense L,onni people 1.'11w talk and write about
discipbne do not (is en appear to see the
different e

The carious meanings 01 the word "d.sci-
ohne' 'kelt has(' been pointed out often, and
tor most writers on the ,,ubje( I the word has
rinse to stand only for the subject of regulat-

ing student (induct in general ',only prac-
titioners, however still use it to mean "pun-



ish \Ion% people see it as a term for the
cker«iming ot all that is e%il, but Mall others
see It as a dirt% word Because the word has
connotations that some educators dislike
mon% people substitute the term control

"Control, howe%er, is also ambiguous It

( On Mean 1) complete power oser something,
as in A drker should okay. haw «introl
user his car' or 21 partial power i er some-
thing to the extent noiessar% for a certain pur-
pose as in, "Ms \ her students a lot

ot treedom but she has the no«.y,,m, «in-
tuit Some principals and teachers, recogniz-
ing the need for control o%or students in the
second sense, beluke this means the% must
ichiee «mtrol in the first sense To do so is
to irkite rebellion

Be( ails() of the ambiguities in all these

terms, the% usually cause more trouble than
they are worth to or-1%one c !owl% examining
the problem ot the governing of students and
trying to separate out its din( rent elements
In general therefore lies shall he owided in
the analysis ond recommendations iii this

hook and others too, might he wise to do
the some

A number ot more helptul concepts and
terms are suggested In the tact that regulating
si hook 'nicker' s hehalor rs a Mattel of exer
«sing legal authont% a Matter Mt g ic email( e
r sing du se terms ma% improw our under-
stondmi; of the shine( t

Ahoce all, (Me WI( 1`.4 MAC (11,4111( 11011

between ih,re clitterent dist iplmor% «in( erns
norms c ()motion( e (1()% ii es And apparatuses
for go\ etnani

NORMS

The first «fil( ell) 1,, that MI defining the

kinds ot hello% tlidt w ill be required en-

«imaged, allowed, discodraged or torbidden
The dec 'slims made in a school about which
kinds of student behatr are to ni placed in
eat h those can he thought of as
decisions about norms, using the term some-
what ditterently, of nurse, troll) the wa% sod
ologists usually use it Norms can apply to any
kind ot overt behavior indeed, si hoot people
sometimes try to make them apply to atti-
tudes, as in, "Something has to he done about
that girl s attitude

Some kinds of behavior are simpb, not

allowed at all Other kinds may he viewed
is a ourson«' hut, under certain circumstances
at least, are tolerated Some kinds of behavior
arc sunpl% not ot concern Some

kinds are encouraged by school authorities
but not required, and some kinds are re-

quired Thus, the norms in a given s( hoof can
he arranged on two scales the negative ones,
trop) the most important through the less im-
portant ending with the hithaviors to which
the norms don t apply, and the affirmative
ones, troll) the least important through those
of more and more importance, ending with
the mandator% ones flow important a partic-
ular norm is in o),Ati%en situation has a herring
on what should be done the possibilit%
of students' not «implying with it And
%%higher it is an attirmatke norm or a negative
one (no% how o good deal to w fir hethVi

partic old! measure aimed at bonging oboot
«implionie with it is likely to he (lie( ti.

)mother way ot distinguishing between
norms is based on bow the% ore intended to
sere Owl' purpose some norms are aimed
at seeing gmernance purposes directly, in
other words it is presumed that when stu-
dents «imply with the norms, the right at

stoke is automatically ensured Norms that
( all on students to retrain lions setting build-



trigs on tire, to retrain from attacking people
with weapons, to retrain from bothering
others at their work, to be «mrteous enough
to facilitate good human relations, and not to
bur k the lunch line, for example, all for be-
haviiir that ( ontnbutes (lire( tly to the uphold-
ing of the rights of people in the school or
«amec ter! with it They dome requirements
and restrictions that serve governance pur-
pose, directly Norms of this kind can he

elemental n is By definition, an ele-
mental norm nnot properly he dispensed
with unless it appears that the (inner non be-
tween the behavior and the right at stake
doesn't exist after all, or at least isn't very
important

Norms, on the other hand that (all on stu-
dents to retrain from bringing weapons to
sc hool, or to he silent (luring their lunc h, or
to stay out of the hallways while other students
are at their studies (Jenne behaviors thas don t
dire( tly relate to anyone's rights but do so, pre-
sumably, indirectly Because bringing weap-
U11,, t() school doesn't per se injure anyone,
forbidding it doesn't per se provide prow( non,
but it does create a situation in which the
really injurious beh,nior ithat is, the using or
(h.( barging of the weapon) is less likely to
()urn- Norms that define behaviors that are
presumed to surye goyernan« pinooses indi-
te( IN (an be called in,trirnwnial norms one
ut the t ( harm tenstus of instrumental
norms IN that thl'\ are not indisnen.ible 1.1'1-

dik sui li a norm ( an be dropped and its work
done by another, or by soma entirely different
clei« More will be said ale rut instrumental
norms below

this bongs us to a se«ind (Its( Timmy «in-
( CHI ( Noosing Ind using de\ic fs rtr pia( tn
;or influencing students to «imply with the
11,11111,, !In

COMPLIANCE DEVICES

he number of specific kinds of things one
can do to influence students to comply with
norms (what can he called compliance devices)
is huge One class of experienced teachers,
working for one class period with no advance
notice, drew up a list of over one hundred,
some being broad categories of measures, such
as "adopting a more interesting curriculum";
some very specific, such as "keeping the stu-
d'nt after school ten minutes", some appli-
cable in many situations, and some only in
very specialized ones

Compliance devices are of two general
kinds One is instrumental norms, which we
have lust mentioned added rules or require-
ments that are instituted to make it more likely
that students will comply with the norm one is
really concerned with The other is various
forms of direct action, what one may call Influ-
owl' measures

An influence measure is an overt step that
the would-he influencer of someone else's
behavior takes to a( breve that purpose. Giving
an order, making a request, smiling, instituting
a new c urn( alum, redecorating the building,
and creating an effective student council are
examples If the measure works, it is because
it makes use of at least one basic process or
procedure that has potential for influencing
behavior The relationship between measures
and what we can call basic influen« proce-
dures is analogous to that between prescrip-
tions and the drugs used in them the proce-
dures make the measures effective Many
procedures are familiar to everyone, including
making promises and threats, rewarding, pun-
ishing, prim/Kling relevant information, and
giving psychotherapy There arc' a good many
others, but in comparison with the indefinitely



large nunlber of possible influenw measures,
the number of basic influence pro( Ilures rs
relatrwly small

Just as a given prescription may contain a
single drug or a number of different ones, an
influence measure may use a single basic influ-
ence procedure or a number of them in com-
bination For example1 remark or even a
series of facial expressions may communicate
to a student information about possible objec-
tive consequences of a behavior, reassurance
that one likes him or her (a form of promise),
and a stimulus to examine his own motives (a
bit of psychotherapy)

Basic influence procedures tend- -again, like
drugs- to work in characteristic ways and have
characteristic kinds of effects Thus the proce-
dures used by a measure will tend to deter-
mine the kinds of consequences the measure
will nave, and in any given situation some
rneallres will work better than others When
several procedures are combined in a measure,
the measure is likely to have a complex of
effects In tact, sometimes for better and some-
times for worse, the effects caused by one
procedure may mask or block out tilt effects
or side effects of another

Influence measures may he used to influ-
ence behavior not only directly but indirectly
-in at least two ways 1) obviously, rather

-Than ma-king use of a bass procedure oneself,
one mar Often mobilire someone else, perhaps
even the student or students in question, to do
so, and 2) one may use a measure to Intl Lien(
students to engage in, or retrain from, behav-
iors that stand in certain kinds of relationships
to the behaviors with which one is really con-
cerned thus, when one's goal is to get stu-
dents to behave in one certain wa, one may
intluenw them to engage in another behavior
that is a prerequisite to the first behavior or is

I 'V

conducive to it, or to refrain from a behavior
that is incompatible with it If it's a matter of
getting a student to refrain from a certain be-
havior, one may influence him to retrain from
a behavior that is a nee 'Sary prerequisite to
it, or is conducive to it, or to engage in a

behavior that is incompatible with it These

various kinds of related behaviors can he
called instrumental behaviors To define such
a behavior as desirable or undesirable on a
regular basis is, of course, to create an instru-
mental norm Sometimes one specific routine
behavior has a tendency to lead to another,
which in turn tends to lead to another, and so
on In such a situation instrumental norms
may be linked together in chains

The instrumental requirements and norm,
seem to fall into tour categories

All schools have as an elemental norm that
chiklren not fight with knives To get ( hildren
to comply with it, however, they institute do-
terent instrumental norms some don't allow
children to remove knives from their pockets
while at school, others don't al' w them to
bring knives to school at all, and others ban
knives of a certain type, still others haf' no
mstrum ntal norms for this purpose but allow
the elemental norm to stand by itselt While
the student behavior with which such rules
deal doesn't in and of itself affe( t governance
purposes onv way or another, it is directly
geared to fostering, or preventing, behavior
that would, and that is therefore embodied in
an elemental norm Such rules thus illustrate
what we may call dire( tly instrumental norms

The second category is illustrated by the
requirement that children address a male

tea( her as ''Mr as well as by most general
dress and haircut requirements where they
still exist Norms of this kind are not He-
mental or central to the school's business, but



they are intended to hat e a p-y hologu alettect
on c hildren, making them generally more trac-
table and more disposed to do what the school
wants them to do They can be called survilit
protruittog MUM',

Some instrumental requirements are laid on
sttrrlenis as part of an influen« procedure,
most often a punishment The requirement
that under certain circumstance. students stay
atter school is a good example When such
requirements are made into standing rules,
they become, in eftect, instrumental norms,

h norms we may call norms in( !dental to
influcm meaures

Finally, getting students to do things to-
gether that are aimed dire( tly at helping bring
about compliance with norms -roc luding help-
ing in the setting 01 instrumental norms and
participating in student selt-got erning .)odies,
in other words, involving students nl gover-
nance processes- can contribute to omph-
ance with elemental norms Norms calling for
such involvement in disciplinary or got ernance
!natters on a routine er required basis can he
called political norms

Instrumental norms of these tour ku. 's have
one important characteristic in common al-
most always the purpose of any given one can
also be served, sometimes not quite so eftec-
titelt sometimes more so, IA any ot several
others or by influence Aneasures_lhus, tow

itic instrumental norms are indispensable
\ great deal ot the «incern about stial,qu con-

duc I in the typical s( Imof foe uses, by the way,
on 111,411.1111( ntal rather 'hail elemental .Dorms

With a 'died He number 01 basic pro( edures
to put to work, an enormous numhor of pos-
sible measures through who h to do this, and
the further possibility of using instrumental
norms, the number of possible ways of influ-
em mg students' behavior is very great indeed.

For any given situation, however, the possibili-
ties may he limited It would take a large
volume to explore even the most obvious pos-
sibilities and the kinds of situations in which
they might or might not fit flew we can only
touch on some ot the factors to consider The
advantages and drawbar ks that various influ-
en« measures and instrumental norms will
have in any given situation will depend on

AAveral Winds of characteristic s they may have,
some of which depend on the situatioA itself
Here is a summary of the most important
characteristics

Some devices can he used ettectively only
when certain conditions are given they are
dependent on prerequito ondrtrons If a

teacher is to forestall students' stealing by lock-
ing up her purse, she needs a lock for her desk
Rewarding students for desired behavior re-
quiresquires that one know hat they like, tangible
rewards require supplies that cost a little
money, and a "free-time" room requires that
the space he available Also, for rewards to he
used, the students must already have engaged
in the desired behat !or or a reasonable fac-`
simile of it If one is to punish a student, one
must know what he really dislikes, and he
must have engaged in an unwanted behavior
{Punishment c an hardly be used effectively
with children to correct sins of omission )

_111141-111V011,1, c 011111111111( ming to stu-

dents what will happen or what one will do
depend on the user's having an image as one
55 hose predictions, promises, or threats are to
be taken seriously One might speak of the
respective prerequisites as credibility, good-
will rating, and fearsomeness A politreal in-
strumental norm can be used only insofar as
students have learned certain group behavior
skills and have appropriate leadership These
are lust a few examples
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This view has Memel no support In modern
psye hologie at study un the «moor \ , there, is

abundant (.idem e that resin( to. ene,,,, and
harshness usuall\ retard de\ elopment ' 'mule
1mM, of disc Wiwi., though, can he oduca
t1( mai, and others e. an be e,,,,entiall \ neutral,
ur, to Use Frit/ Redl s terra, intiwpne 2 Sc huol
(Murals hate stn 01)1141,111(M, ( lead \ to ( house
( (0))plioni e' clot rtes that are e(111( anti-
septic )r helpful

Sin( intluem e measures that (le\ clop negra-
11e att1111( tOs\ a rd Jut hinik nr t( )55 ard

se-fiTeul Otto aiiTroTher adult (uunter-
ei In( animal the\ are vs here \ er nessihie to He
avoided 11 the\ are used, It `,11()1.11(1 he as an

exception rather than as a general rule, ( )1)\

()risk, this mean, threats and punrshments
Amye all t ked user a period ()I threat,,
and Ininilunents also tend tl) hale the c uurlter-
edu(atieinal cite( ts Ill 1(mer114; students wIt-
t ()tic ept, and sell-«entiden«, and ouraging
the initiative, experimenting, and exploring on

lemning ultimates depends f hreats
and 10000)inent tend 0) ha se the turf her
harmtul side ettee t ut turning students atten-
tion et \\ mem the. question ut the. real 1..puel-
He..., err badness ut the bell i\ror itselt to the
questions whe Mei the adult apprmes or dI,-
appru\es ot it whether he is liked\ to deice t
it and how he' \\Ill respond dm. (leda\ mg
the student s deseloptrig ut 01(1(1)(0)(1(0)1 itid12,-

ment ihere is researe h indicating that threats
and punishments produce ansiets and other
d; turban( e 0) students other dial) those' at

55 hom they are (lire( fed lust as the\ du 0) their
re( ( 0)1\ (me torn) ot punishment mei\
be usetul and norirriturrous punishment that
IA (0k, riot through (arising pain, but through
orimirinie ,ling to students tint the punishing

authority simply sill not tolerate the beh,R1(n
que,tion
Promising and re\\ aiding aswil these negd-

nye attitudinal ette(ts indeed, the attitudes
they produce are ta\ eiral)le -hut die\ share the'
terielerie e, to limit students aidepenelen«.
lerome Bruner has put

()(ten en,ph,isis upon revar(1 mid punish-
ment under the (I oltrml cut an outside Agerilt
..0( It as A tem her (kert, ,mention
tr,,n) .0(11,, And failure' In 'tie, I thy, rise
take the' learning mitiAtie troll the (1111(1
(u1(1 gie it to the person (lisi)ons;r02, the re-
varci. And Punishments ()(1e ot the c110,0
problem, in test luny, 1s h, we, the, fess,INI-
1111; 11111111011 h(1( k to (hi, lo,uner ,nil the 1,1.k

Intluepe ing students by go, int!, then; win(
e,pet 1,111 int(mthltum pointing tie the

kt.11),tontR A(kAntagek And (II.A(Lintages rut

ort(1,, kinds t)I behasoir tet1(1, to h a them
sumething al)(mt the ,Iv the \e, cede] 5yurks,

\\ huh is tido( atiunal as \\ ell as gr trig them a
tavorahle view ut authority and ot the particu-
lar mirth And influencing students by stm)t-
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Apo lying \
nc Compl lc rice

to Di-erent Situc

orMS
Devices
tions

!tow can one choose, from all the possible
norms and «mlphan«, de\ Res, those that hest
III a particular situation' One in,n, choose
hurt-HAI\ and intinti\ elv, or one rim\ choose
c onsc 'push, and with calculation I iovve\ er

on(' goes about dealing with the problem,
though, there is Away, a pia«e inc the process
0, thinking tions through, either helm oring situa
atter the lac I, and deciding raturnall\ \\ hat , re
or Vrullid have been, OW t11(1,1 tqlildhle courses
of a( bon I or the sale of ',1111plicil \ \.% hal

Iciiiii\A , l' \\ row!) ,i, it the decision \Attne t-,111I

t() he Illldr
1)1,11 II( dl peinpli, 1)1.1 ,111`.(' the\ are phi( II( ,I1,

tend In ',IN, 'Tell tit-, 1, hat NA), ,huttld du It It,

natural ,,, Pr disappointed \\ hen the answer
«trues hoc 1,, It depends"' But it doe, depend
It one asked a ph\ sic lan what one should) do
about a headache, he, too might \\ ell lepl\

It depend, In the ( ,It.1. ()I ,1 ilit,t(1,1( he One
\\ mild ha \ ft ts,01tht idtt,) \A /1,1I it v, mild depend

on the cause or causes of the complaint and
the rernedie, available In the cam' of a dicci-
pline prohlem, \vhat the solution depends on
also can he specified There are more \\ av,
than one in \\huh discipline problems are like
'leach( hes

It has already herrn suggested that there are
a,,pecb, of situation' that Mtn, snake a (WWI-
ell( 0 In regard) tt thit regul,.,ung et students'
bri1,1\ lot The following is a tunn-nar 01 the
important d.,peck to consider Because in
prat to al settings prim ipals and teat hers usu-
all I() 111.1kn dn( Itluil,t, about way,. Of

IngIng shout students,' c rmplianr e with exist-
ing nonns beton, they are In a positron to do
yer\ nun h about c hanginr.2., those norms, we
shall start with the kind in c 11"( 1,11-10,111(et that

are ;Mtn( [dark,- rele.1f11 to the ',Phi ling of
ic»111)11dn( e des is is

The attributes of the norm in question. I list,
porhaps, «inn-, the matter of being, sine \\hat
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norm one is concerned with Is it really that
the children should not play with the soccer
bail after the hell ' rigs? Or is it perhaps that
they get to their next classes on time? The
latter norm might call not for interfering with
the play uselt, but merely reminding the stu-
dents how little time is left

Then one might have to take into account
the extent of the norm's realism Is it really
possible for children to be quiet for the speci-
fied length of time? If it isn't, no matter how
important the norm, there's no point in trying
to enforce it One can only take another tack
to protect the rights at issue If the norm is
an instrumental one, of course, one may well
he able to substitute another one for it, or use
a compliance measure instead

How Important is the norm? This is a critical
question, one that must he asked repeatedly
by sc hool personnel The more important the
norm is, the more of an effort, obviously, one
is obligated to make, and the greater expense
of other kinds one must he willing to shoulder
in order to bring about compliance with it

Is the norm such that getting children to
comply voth it is likely to produce side eftects
that might injure someone, educationally, psy-
chologically, or otherwise' Then it may he that
one should not try to enforce it but should
replace it with another, it it is an instrumental
norm, or drop it entirely, if it is a less impor-
tant elemental norm The same may apply if
the norm is sue h that to get children to com-
ply with it would he a very costly undertaking

There may, however, be unexpected conse-
quences from dropping a norm it may im-
prove or damage one's good-will rating and,
thus, one's legitimate power It may commu-
nicate the message that one feels unable to
resist students' pressure, in other words, that
students have the power to overturn norms

Such a message is a tricky thing On the one
hand, as has been suggested, students must
have the educational experience of success-
fully challenging norms and getting them
changed On the other hand, if they get the
idea that they can successfully challenge every
norm they don't like, they might go on a ram-
page of noncompliance How much eftort rt

will take to communicate to students the exact
change in norms that is taking place and to
avoid or correct misunderstandings, depends
party on the situation These are considera-
tions to weigh in deciding whether to try to
get students to comply with a norm and, if so,
how hard to try, or whether to replace it or
drop it

Finally, does the norm call for students to do
something or to refrain Irom doing something?
It may make a lot of difference in the probable
effectiveness of different approaches (Getting
students to do things is generally harder, of
course, than getting them not to do things )

The prospects of noncompliance. What one
will need to do in a given situation will depend
on how things stand and the direction in which
they are moving

Obviously, there is a difference between a
situation where students are actually in non-
compliance at the moment and one in which
there is only a threat of noncompliance When
students are in noncomphan.e, one will usu-
ally want to consider how' long the noncom-
pliance is likely to last in the absence of inter-
vention It it is coming to an end, there may
be no need to do anything about it Another
thing to consider is how likely it is that with
or without intervention, the noncompliance
will he repeated If it Is unhkely ever to occur
again, or certain to recur no matter what one
does, there may he no purpose in intervening
against it



Sometimes it is likely that students will com-
ply with the norm in question even it there is
no intervention at all Good Judgment is re-
quired in such situations Sometimes s( hool
people act too hastily and, as a result, make
minor problems into large ones There is a

time to act and a time to ignore
In assessing all aspects of a situation, it is

useful to know a good deal about the particu-
lar student or students involved One child or
group of children may he less or more likely
to comply with the particular norm One
group may be panic ulady rowdy on Mondays,
another on Fridays With younger children
especially, the time cif day may make a lot of
difteren«t as to what is likely tollappen-----and
what is needed

Finally, it can make a big difference how tar
the students' behavior departs from what the
norm calls for, since that probably has a lot to
do with the degree of danger it implies

The particular kind of effectiveness called
for. How reliably must one bring about stu-
dents' «impliace with the norm in question?
How quit kly? How important is it for the
compliance to he lasting? In selec ring a corn-
phance device, one will want to consider the
answer, to 'hose questions

Since the effesinveness of almost all the pos-
sible measures depends at least partly on the
way the students concerned view situations
and think and feel about them, stir -essful pre-
diction ot how well various possible measures
are likely to work calls for understanding one's
students

Children lect\,itably slew situations doter-
ently trom the way teachers and prim ipals do
In a given situation, eat h child has his own
personal concerns, his own hopes and fears,
and his own logic The best way to under
stand the child's behavior is to develop a pretty

'14

good idea ot how the situation looks to him
His emotional repertoire is the same as ours
although this sometimes may he hard to be-
lieve--and his logical processes are the same
as ours, too The differences between his inter-
pretations and feelings about situations and
ours reflect the different assumptions brought
to them, different experiences within them,
selective perception, and sometimes faulty
logic, all of which beset adults, too

It is good exercise, therefore, when one is
trying to decide what to do in a given situa-
tion, to try to answer such questions as -these
Does the behavior the school asks of the stu-
dent seem possible to him? How difficts,i or
easy does it seem? How appealing or unap-
pealing? What may make the unwanted behav-
ior appealing to him? What may be miss-
ing that would make the desired behavior
appealing?

One doesn't need to be a psychologist to
answer questions like these, although psycho-
logical training probably helps Most princi-
pals and teachers can learn a large [Nut of what
they need to know by recalling their own
childhood and imagining how they themselves
would feel in a similar situation, by observing
children individually and in groups, and by
listening to them and their friends and ene-
mies This is possible it principals and teach-
ers allow themselvds to set aside any feeling
of obligation to moralize and instead permit
children to talk without showing approval or
disapproval Doing this for the first time, one
may be surprised to find out what frightening,
unresponsive giants principals and teachev;
sometimes are in children's imaginations

ro the extent one understands how children
see things, one is better able to Judge what
( hanger have to be made in the situation to
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make «implying behavior seem both possible
and attractive to the children

How do these particular children stereotype
teachers? If they believe that only nasty teach-
ers want to keep order or can, they will prob-
ably interpret a gentle teacher's actions differ-
ently from the way they are intended

What do children know that has a bearing
on their behavior? Do they know the rules
they are expected to obey? What do these
children particularly like and dislike as a group
and individually? In what might they he inter-
ested? This information points to possible
promises and rewards, instrumental norms,
information children might he glad to have,
questions they can he stimulated to think
about, and so on, as well as to political norms
or instrumental norms of other kinds that
might promote compliance

flow tar do c hildren trust adulk? Only inso-
far as a principal or tea( her has the c hildren's
trust can his promises and caution, ?unction
reliably It one has not forteited one's crech-
hility a thic at may he more reliable, in tar t,
sin( e the children may not want to take any
chances, it may work een it one has

The practical possibilities for using various
compliance devices. \.% hot are the students'
capabilities' How able are the, for instance,
to deter gratification? flow mur skill do they
base in group stilt-goy-nment? Flow depen-
dent emotionaih, haw they her ime on a
rests( the pundiye ,tillionincoti It they're
er mud) so the\ ina need snit of h-
dr,iv,a1 prograerobeton, the\ can respond tulle
to measure. allowing mom Iii,Cdorn and re_
(wiring more thought 'Merl a sshrie sc hurd
needs h pli,VI,1111 sometimes oils the
new trident,'

One must also consider one's r,ipalolthes
for influem log a situation !hew rapabilities

depend on one's Power and one's p,,y( hologfr
( al character:sties

What resources is one in a position to draw
on in a particular situation? There is a gamut
of resources available in most elementary
schools, but there are usually omissions, such
as opportunities to reward children with free
time, rank, status, material objects, money, or
trips, or with prerogatives more important than
cleaning the board or going after the milk.
Each one of these, however, is available and is
used in some schools

Part of the power that teachers and princi-
pals almost invariably need is a disposition or
willingness to try to influence children's behav-
ior, but they vary greatly in their disposition
to do so Some have a hard time holding them-
selves hack, others find the notion of influenc-
ing a child somewhat repugnant, most fall
somewhere in between The first group obvi-
ously has no shortage of this aspect of power
The second, however, is often essentially
powerlessfor example, the decent, humane
beginners who don't even like to say to any-
one, "Please be quiet' A teacher who suffers
from this kind of powerlessness may be helped
by thinking through the full implications of his
professional position lie has not only momen-
tary obligations of courtesy to the child he
rontronts, but also obligations to him as he

in Rome years, to other c hildren in the
pro n and in the norm., and to the school as
a h and the public to Muir)) the school
belongs It he looks at the question of influ-
encing children s helm\ ior in this light, he may
hod that he has nu ire disposition to use
en«, deices than he originally thought

\tost tear hers hac feelings and character-
ot one kind or another that pre\ et t their

doing what the\ want tir du or ought IC) do
One sh\ \cuing teacher who would have



helped himself a lot it he had shown his stu-
dents he had a sense of humor said that he
was simply unable to, that his e\pression, of
good will for students were necessarily limited
to being polite and keeping «rol On o«asions
when someone else might have e\ploded rn
anger

Today s teachers as a group are probably by
temperament more humane and soe 'able than
the general run of the population and are no
doubt more vulnerable than one generally rec-
ognizes to the human pressures under which
they live and work Although teae hers deal
with human beings all the time, these dealings
are closely c ircumscrihed Teachers are usually
under great pressure both from the people
they en( funter at work and from within them
selves As many studies confirm, their profes-
sion is a lonek one The more personal stress
a tea( her is under, he it cons( ions or un«m-
scums, the more he may be compelled to he
ego-Involved in discipline and hence to deal
with - cudents derensn.elv and aggressively,
which moans to he recto( nye and punitive

Another aspect of bower is skill Research

shows that a tear hers repertoire of skills for
(Waling with dise ( all he (411,1R:eel very
(11111 , and the same is foie of principals
But <it any 42,isen firm. a print /pal or tea( he; rs
ohsiousls 1111111e(1 to (10IeL1 1110,,e 11111i* he is

1,10,11)!1 of doing
do tar in this ( hauler we ha\ e been talking

shout «anpliame de It) different
situations \A'hat about norms,

lie( arise the rights arioir people h.+\e at
stake dater nr different Y111,11100,, and 1111. I

(lent ',ch., ): required for upholding rights
also (litters so should the elemental norm, for
students 'or Prim 'pal, and tea( hers

should alw.,1),), ask 1)(155 great IA

ea( h of the possibli threat, to molt., in
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this particular situation1 Answering that ques-
tion is, eft «rurse, not easy It may he hard, for
c\ample, to determine just how high the level
id disorder in a room or a V h001 ( an rise
before it seriously jeopardizes children's learn-
ing There are occasions when there must he
real quiet There are other ewe asions when
children are quite able to learn in the pr(sen(
of what to an adult looks like chaos In situa-
tions that seem alike, furthermore, the dangers
of serious injury, physical or otherwise, may he
quite different

Under public pressure to keep schools nea'
orderly, and quiet, principals and teach-

ers who are in doubt as to what norms are
necessary are often somewhat inclined toward
restnctrveness, a tendencs they would he wise
to keep in mind

As the toregoing suggests, there are ways in
which situations differ from one another that
apply both to the selection of «rmplian«, de-
vices and to the establishing of norms Two
must he mentioned, one of them at some
length

First, the Nor( trial educational stakes in the
srtuath )11 To ( powder the efillt almnal stakes
may mean simply to tailor compliance devices
to the individual's edue ational need-, for in-
stance, making particularly great use of reward,'
with students accustomed to failure ,

a smpathetu munselor, teat her, or tellow
student to talk with an inch\ !dual s ho needs
«mnseling or retraining from bringing parent!,
in when what they would do or say might he
likely to retard the student in his progress

toward maturit,
But the problem is ustialk men h more «im-

pie\ I he most Inmortant (911.1( ,111011,11 stake

Ile. 01\ tql in dim ipline situations rs the educat-
ing of students for e itizenslitp in tree but
law-aludirig soe let\ It is «mullein for stuclerfts



to be bac kward in this regard, that is, in their
ability to regulate their own behavior

The more backward children are in self-
governance, however, the more they need

treedom and opportunities for group
self regulation Yet the more retarded a child
is in self-governance, generally the worse use
he makes of such freedom and such opportu-
nities as he already has to engage in demo-
cratic lecision making, in other words, the
more ot a discipline problem he is Under
these circumstans,, to modify the school's
norms so that he has more freedom, or to use
less autocratic and hence less reliable compli-
ance devices so that he may assume a larger
role in governing himselt, would seem hound
to result in his behaving less responsibly Gen-
erally speaking, indeed, the student least able
to use freedom yl.isely and to participate at an
appropriate /CVO ill group sell government are
the very ones who particularly need more free-
dom and more experiem e with democracy

This is the greatest dilemma in disc iphne-
so great that some school people, it seems,
give 01) hope ot ever reconciling such students'
needs in this area with other students' needs
to have the school program as a whole move
forward safely and effec lively 1h( re are under-
standable reasons for this despair Most Ameri-
can elementary sc hools today still have a great
number of rules and requirements In techni-
cal terms, their elemental norms tend to he
assigned high importance compliance with
most ot them is viewed as absolutely essential

and the same tends to be true of their instru-
mcntal norms, which also are numerous There
tore, most sc hoofs make muc h use of the kinds
of compliance devices that are highly reliable
and rapioly Ole( tive, that is, threats and pun-
ishments, implicit and overt If gum c hewing
or taliong back is viewed as an intolerable

t

offense, the tendency is to Jump on them very
hard Adults tend, in short, to keep the regu-
lating of children's behavior in their own
hands (It is interesting how often school peo-
ple speak of the governance process as the
control ot pupils )

That most children, while progressing
through school, make little progress in learn-
ing to make wise, safe use of freedom and
learning to regulate themselves in groups is
not the only consequence of this situation.
Another is a degree of alienation and in some
cases hostility on the part of many children,
which gets steadily worse as they grow older.
The more alienated and hostile children are,
the less disposed they are to comply with
norms set by adults In other words, the more
likely they are to "misbehave," to use the adult
word, and the less inclined adults areundel-
standably--to relax the norms or to abandon
the use of threats and punishments in favor of
compliance devices that are more educational.
A VICIOUS circle is the result The atmosphere
is tense, teachers easily become exasperated-
which explains the still widespread use of pad-
dling and other forms of physical punishment

and principals are forced into the roles of
bogeyman and executioner

Such a situation infringes not only on stu-
dents' rights to Just and humane treatment, but
on their rights to make educational progress
es as often making lite extremely unpleas-
ant for principals and teachers

How can school people lift themselves and
their students out of sue h a Vic ions e ircle?

Obviously, getting out entails relaxing the
norms-- lowering the importance attached to
certain elemental norms, and reducing some
of the instrumental norms or replacing them
with ones that are easier to enforce Any relax-
ing of norms may, however, communicate to



students the unintended message that the
school no longer cares as much as it did about
their behaviorthat now anything goesor
simply that school ottichils have lost some of
their power over students Therefore, as norm*,
are relaxed, it is important for school officials
to make clear to students just which norms are
being relaxed and the fact that the other norms
remain intact It is also important to «nmu-
nicate to students that school officials have not
lost their legitimate power to bring about com-
pliance with the remaining norms, which
means in particular that they have no less
resolve than before to do what they are obli-
gated to do in this irspect

When schools relax norms, students will
inevitably use some of their new freedom in
ways that school officials view as unwise or
obnoxious It is part of the nature of true
freedom that other people may use it in ways
that we ourselves disapprove Inevitably, while
stuoonts are learning to use a newly granted
freedom, there may be risks, lust as there is a
risk the first time a child is allowed to climb a
tree or an adolescent is permitted to drive a
car Sc hool officials can minimize these risks
by providing back-up services, but it the free-
dom is real, they cannot avoid them entirely
Furthermore, school officials cannot be sure
that their communication, about the precise
limits of a grant of freedom and about their
onfinued power to bring about compliance

with the norms that remain will he fully under-
stood by students They should expect stu-
dents to overstep even the new bounds some-
what While principals and tea( hers must
one irn themselves about any overstepping cif

bounds and, when the norm is important, must
stop it, they will be more successful in break-
ing the vicious circle if they allow students to
know that they understand that when norms

are in the process of being relaxed, some over-
stepping is normal and natural

Extricating a school from this vicious circle
also requires a change in the kinds of compli-
ance devices used Because the more reliable
and quick-acting devices are also the ones
that limit freedom more and, in general, tend
to arouse resentment, use of them must he
reduced To bridge the gap, less reliable and
slower-acting devices will probably have to he
used more extensively and intensively than
before Thus, if punishments are used less, or
less severely, rewards may have to he increased
a great deal, or much more time may have to
he spent in dialogue with students or in stu-
dent self-government sessions There is a good
deal of experience showing that when such
changes are made, the level of student compli-
ance with norms tends, in fact, to become
higher than before

One very useful way school officials can
increase their power to influence students'
behavior and thus get through difficult transi-
tions is to do things or institute practices that
have strong emotional appeal to students
Some school officials have accomplished won-
ders by bringing to hear in the kind of leader-
ship they providz: students a degree of sales-
manship or even charisma, or by developing
special group symbols and ritualspractices
that tend to raise students' morale and
build emotional loyalty to the institution, its

representatives, grid its requirements Such
approaches, whit h make powerful use of re-
winding as a basic influence procedure, can
overcome hostility and strengthen sc hool offi-
cials' power to influence behavior, and thus
permit a transition to tull-fledged adult self-
regulation

The more vicious the circle has been, and
the older the students involved, the harder it
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will be to break the circle In some high
schools, it is extremely difficult Yet there are
tested war, in which it can he done, and
school officials have an obligation to toe them
They should, therefore, choose disciplinary
approaches that allow them to do so

I have dwelt at some length on the disci-
plinary approaches required when students are
retarded in their education for citizenship and
on the problem of meeting those students'
needs when they and the school are caught up
in a vicious circle of mutual antagonism
Where students have other ,necial educational
needs or disabilities, the choice of disciplinary
approaches should take them into' account,
also lo give one example, when students are
emotionally overdependent on adults, adults
should deliberately avoid making much use of
rewards that might perpetuate that depend-
ence

A final wnsideration in selec ling both norms
and «)mphan«. devices is the spec ran legal re-
quirements and limitations that apply in the
situation

First, of «itirse, there are the regulations and
do( uments binding on the partic ular school,
'0.1(h as state and board of education poll( ie,
to consider ,emnd, there are the interpreta-
tions of the law handed down by courts,
espocially those dealing with school officials'
supervisory obligations and students rights
Predicting what the «flirts in a gRen jurisdic-
tion will say isn't always easy, partly because

courts are not always consistent, and partly
because they are inevitably somewhat unpre-
dictable Superintendents may provide good
legal advice, but often the school law that an/
have studied is out of date, ind the counsel
they get from school hoard lawyers is more
conservative and restrictive than what courts
will, in fact, decide To obtain a balanced pic-
ture, it may be wise for a principal or teacher
to keep abreast of what is written about school
law in good educational Journals or to consult
informally with competent lawyers of various
persuasions.

With situations differing from one another
in all these different ways, a good case could
he made for the impossibility of giving school
people any useful advice about lust how to
regulate student conduct in any given situa-
tion Nonetheless, elementary schools tend to
have much in common with one another, and
certain kinds of problems, as has been men-
tioned, occur frequently For this reason, it
does make sense to offer some advice for cer-
tain recurring tasks This will be clone in the
next tour chapters

NOTE

I See tdRtard I t add, \i sing t Strategies
for Oider Keeping s rh Kid, '1« wantned t(i
I hreat,, and l'uni,hment,, 1 frimn fcluc Mum 6 ;January
19-2) ill-17



The Principal's
Leadership Role in

e Governance Proc ram

The principal has more responsibility than
any other single person for the norms and in-
fluence measures used in the school to achieve
governance ends This does not mean that the
principal has the sole responsihility for the
governance program It does mean that he or
she must exercise initiative in every aspect ot
the development and implementancm of the
program It also implies that the building prin-
cipal is the climate setter for the school, a

person whose behavior is key to the suc«ss or
tailure ot the total governance program

The principal must be certain that everyone
in the school knows his or her own particular
role and plays it at least adequately He has
the responsibilit for seeing that the basic

norms for the sr Imo' are defined whether in
writing or not, and that their various degrees

'of importan«e are clear He has to see to it

that at any given time an appionnate ratio of
treedom to order is in iftect Ile has to see

to it that appropriate instrumental norms are 3Q

defined and that there are direct influence
measures for obtaining adequate compliance
with both instrumental and political norms
the principal has to see to it that proper norms
for teachers' performance in choosing and
applying those measures they will have to
employ are developed and understood le
also has to lead ,n the development ot any
political norms that go beyond the bounds of
fr1(11 VIdllal ( lasses Thus a unique way in which
the principal can «mtribute to governance is
to work with groups of students larger than
individual classes

It is the principal who, above all, has to
\vork with the faculty as a group and with stu-
dents as a group to see that prop( r disc iplinar
or governance policies and procedures are de-
\ el(Ted and put into eftect this oh,iouslv
calls for time spent in faculty and «mmttee
meetings and meetings with students, disc 11-



mg rules, defining rights, working out methods
of gaining c ompliance, and dealing with alleged
violations Once this has been done, the prin-
cipal must be continually engaged in revising
0----all of which takes a great deal of time
Activities of this umd will begin to take place
in a school only it the principal assumes the
initiative

Unfortunately, public elementary s( hools in
the United States have had roo little recent
experience with anything approaching signifi-
cant student involvement in governance mat-
ters to give principals much help in deciding
what procedures and forms have been found
to be useful in practice How much direct
democracy should there he Over what specific
matters should students have some say, and
what kind and how much over each In gen-
eral, students should obviously not be per-
mitted to abrogate important, basic norms,

4' nor to adopt instrumental norms or other ap-
proaches for enforcing them that do not pro-
ide adequate guarantees that important basic

norms will he enforced But just how mu( h
soy an they be allowed over less important
norms? And how much can the he involved
in the proctbss of gaining e1 What
is the olac e of student monitors or supervisors
in a modern elementar} st hoof ',hould there
he t student «wrti Prim ;pals and taculties
will have to do their own experimenting on
these problems'

Principals must pros ide for the review and
evaluation of the pertorman« e of teat hers, cs

wt II as of other persons who shane in the
go} ernam e task Print 'pals themselves can
attempt to decide where particular teat hers or
others are strong and where the} need help
In more formal evaluation of indRidual tear h-
ers dm iplinary work, lac 114 morale perform-
ance and evaluation will he enhanced it the
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teachers themselves are heavily involved in the
entire evaluation process, including the estab-
lishment of the criteria on which the evaluation
will he based This procedure, followed in
other professional circlesmost conspicuously
on university campuses---is recommended for
schools, as well Obviously, any evaluation
should steer clear of such commonly used but
unsophisticated criteria as the, quietness or
neatness of the classroom, an( it should he
based on mutually agreed on r, firms

Very rarely will a principal teel obligated to
intervene directly in a disciplinary matter and
give a teacher or other supervisor of children
a direct order, or even relieve him of his class.
The risks to the self-confidence and prestige
of the teacher, not to mention to the principal's
rapport with him, are so great that such an
a( non is warranted only in an emergency

Guidance counselors usually play an impor-
tant part in the governance programs of their
sc hook, and it ordinarily tails to the ponopal
to define the role the counselor is to play
A ( ounselor', (hiet role, according ;) the pro-
tession, is to assist his or her client on the
c hint's terms and there are sc hook where the
counselor's lob is so designed that that is the
role he plays In such a school the counselor
is not in authontv oy er students students go
to,the c ounselor only it they want to they are
often en«mraged to do so but are not sent,
and \ N ha t OWN, S,15 to him is in «mtiden«b He
is not a disc iplinanan and he stars Out of (on-
terences in ss lu( h possible punishments may
he disc ussed In many s( hook however,
guidance «mnsolors serve , ps\ chologically
trained assistant principals or student person-
nel managers Prim ipals arid teachers (all on
them for help of mans kinds, including help
A Ith disc mime task- In these sc hools, «Ain-
selors hose authority -er students students



are "sent' to them, and in matters of impor-
tance neither their «myersations with students
nor their files remain confidential there is no
doubt that because most ot today s principals
feel so greatly in need of relief «iiinselor,, play
this second role as trequently as they do the
first

Sonic. printipals expect guidance counselors
to play both rules and in the discharging of
many of their responsibilities they can But
Where there 15 a conflict between the student's
goals or behavior on the one hand and the
administration's goals or requirements on the,
other, a guidance counselor cannot walk both
sides ot the street If he attempts to do so, he
may beav the trust or the student who,e
helper he purports to he Because he is known
as an agent of the administration, however, he
is more likely to fail to win the confiden« e and
trust ot the student in the first pla«.

Until educators succeed in o\err ()riling this
serious dilemma, it is the principal's task to
doide yvhich role h«hoo,,es to have the
counselor play Once th- decision is made
and w'eryone in the school is clear about it,
the counselor can contribute helptullv to gov-
ernance, either directly or indirec tly either as
;the student's helper or as the prIt1(11),11

Principals MP 'mph( .tly expec fed h, evaluate
the governan«, arrangt monis ot the sc hool &-
a vOolo A newspaper recently carried a story
about a protescional grotip s investigation of
discipline in a c.ty school system &dor one
tea( her was transterred for allegedly slapping
a student and a student was ste.pended
report' lly tuttmg a prim ipal sky h an In\ (,,
ngation of goyerram «writy fed
when feelings are high is a p()(,r substitute for
thoughtful (aim 111,e,,tigatirm (l)n(it,(ted as a
normal, protessional rout,oe Any apprat,..al ()t
disc tplIne as a 411()Ie -1101/1(i AIWA for c Flanges
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that may have been made or that may be in
proc ess and people hall' not had time to adjust
to yet home (Wend ot ftec tieness might be,
for eAarnple. th';-: extent to which the school,
has been able to (11,,per1W VS101 pl,f111hrlient as
an influence measure, Its attendance figures
the level of yandaliSM negative criterion
obyiously[ the number and quality ot sugges-
tions children make and other inch( ations
high morale

It Nil's to the principal more than anion('
eke to interpret governance practk es to the
,ommunity, a task that is often dItie It ()pin-
mn polls and numerous unpleasant episodes
have demonstrated how strongly some parents
react to the relaxation ot autocratic disc ipline
However the central ottice otten relies on the
principal to keep the parent, happy One
promising way to educate parents on this score
is to involve as many ot them as possible in
the day-to-day actiyities of the school as Lis;
tors «msultants and aides 1% hen schools
move as fast as they ,,hoold itl evolving a goy
ernar(e program s )me battles ( armor he
avoided, and some ()1 them PrIfl
c (oak should rind (t)rntor! 111 the thought tha'
their proteY,onal obligation is to do the right
thing and not ne«-,sarily to win

Ac the administrator ot the sc him! the jinn
c !pal ow. re( Re tommunt(atton,. ahutit ) :::)\.-
ernart(p req11110111efltc,

1,ass the intormation on to his subordinate,
It is for bin' to see thy' his suhordioates
ply 141th the ,( hind regurre )tent-
fit all,e he 1, tornialk a( I (Juntahle
w)e,, ()n In the school he mil.;
helm; dorm in rcy,ard to ji.,(11,1,i1,. anti arlt)(
pate what rudy ht. dom. Ihis nit an, keeping
lint OM/1111M( dt. ()pen L11',h e.eryone
particularly yYtiti the children must Irkel to
cause trt)tihIt
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Governance Tasks
Thct Trouole Tecchers

cnd How
Principals Can Help

De( Kirng itt,t ghat to do in a dim iplirlary
situation task that a hook
this can help a prim pal or a tear her onl, up
to 3 1,c,mt The hest pre,t option, 1( if Hitt) re,t
otuanon, otter pa( kap-s pro( e-
(two, hill (litter part! n. «)rdint.; I.) trio per

itm.okd inert, art 711afr, (1(

hen rust whom\ ai non ))lust he taken 1111f11('
cliatet\ and thus must ohtott,I he intuit!
In an rase it roust allNass he tail(ued h. the
prim ipal s 01 the to ac her , re,oup

ind skills Fach indi\ !dual s.s.111 har tr
de clop a personal shit' In di int; s i he \AIII
prohabl dray, on s hat h. km,,, and has seen
(ltf.ur do is vell as on Iii imaitination
arid vin 40 td()y) habits that tit him ',intl., an

sill. r,111 In .ether helpful (ir rdatn,ig
tC) Ili.\A.C4c1 it 1110,i ron,tantl

he reexamined and irisotar as it ,a.erris inap-
propriat and uioditied

A, tar as Ridging the ettoctRene, ()I an

approach goes, these two principles should he
kept in mind 11 measures that are education-
all more riwtril and whose eltects in produc
ni «onpliance are more persistent, tend to be

slower ac wig and less reliable and 2, the most
reliable and quo kest acting measures t''nd to
has e damaging educational side (Ito( ts Pon-
( ipal, and teacher, are likely, however, to feel
the\ roust cm.ermme this morning's cnaos this
morning and put an end to to,da s pet P. or
routine disorder todar or at least this Meek
)tten the tool this v1 a', her atio many parent,,

(lislik.' ii us disorderk schools and have ways
Moth ot making their preferences telt and of
indw int; principal, and tea( hers to '.Sant to
respond to thorn Furthermore, right!', or
wrongk people who work in sc hook tend to
,usper 1 that on the issue ot dis( ipline super-
intendents views are inclined to be onseRa-
til(,' hool pt code then, are usually under
great pressure to work themselves into heliev-

lr
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\\ hat ts mit 11(0e but rs reassuring that
measures that III' qui( k a1 tin12, and reliable are
rtte(11\ (' Ill the long run and that the\ are also
edll(a11011,111V ',111)(41()T Of 't least educationall\
neutral

these are tattc>r),IliidtiHns 0;;,11/10 sshuh
school people must «frIstantl\ he on their
guard And the clanger of tallinc.; into them,
mone than anything else makes It miportant
1CI1 sc 110()1 I0 keel) studs mg their di,-
iplinar\ a( firms The\ should allov, them

selves to respond to situations like the warn-
Hooded human beings they are rather than
like sell-cons( rous computers but th ey should
also keep c he( king up 011 their intuitions and
responses his subrectmg them to thoughtful
anal\ sis Fa( h of the suggestions ottered in

this chapter \\ Ill carry intuitie conyrction for
some principals Used under is plc al circum-
stances, they \\ ill all stand up under theoretical
analysts

To luclgd. Ir. the \\ a\ principals allocate their
11011 , tew 0t them see helping tea( hers learn
1105\ to deal with their problems as a large

part of t11011 role I ic)\\ c. er the task teachers'.
lace are (111t1( 1111 in arid of thernselses none
more so than the dist iplinar\ tasks it seems
and teachers find it hard to de\ clop a sans
tau tun personal st\ le for dealing \\ ith the .11

11105 1 all use all the assistan«. Me\ can got,
and ,tic h help \\ ill pas on in a better sc hool
and better learning as \\ ell a, 111 01110f s\

Plitt( lOak IN' Ill a 0,1[11( ularls good position to
gise tear hers the assistan«e the\ need or lo see
that ,001I'011(' else 14,(.,.. It to them

Pro\ Ord .1 principal has the net ossar\ tal-
ents perhaps till' 1110,4 elle( list, singe(. 1, 1% he
or she 1,13' }WI!) teas her', is In talk V% Ill, A1(.111

rather than I() them listen to th1.n1 and make
slig,gestirins As he does so, it \N ill hell) it he

has thought through the scrums kinds of prob-
lems each teacher may has e

Teas hers have difficulty \\ 1411 difterent aspects
01 go\ ernance, different governance tasks,

which should he distinguished from one an-
other One is the prophyloc tic task of promot-
ing general conditions in the classroom and
the school that are condume to student com-
pliance. with elemental norms Another is Ahe
task of responding to major oftenses against
norms, a task, by the \\ dy that teachers don't
confront very otten What can he done *.0
help teachers with these two tasks will he con-
sidered later First, though, let us look at three
other tasks that regularly confront teachers and
cause them the most trouhle

In the case 01 each 01 the three, a number
of spec or( suggestions that principals may pass
on to teachers will he listed Because c ircuM-

stancc,, in ditterent elcrnentaiv school class-
rooms around the country are remarkably
alike it seems pos..ohle to otter sus h sugges-
tions without seriously \ ioldfing the principle
that measures must he tailored to ht the char-
acteristics of indi\alual situations the sug-
ge,,tion,, \\ on t alwa\s tit and some teachers

probal)1\ reject thr in Ion one reason or
another 0r If them and find them wanting
()then, who tr them 110\\ c. r 5.11 find them
useful

the sequence in \\ hec II the three tasks and
the suggestion, for 11,1'1(111m; Mem ale taken

up is the seciuenci Ill V, h/f h WM1101,, most
011(.11 ha\ I 10 taio them

Turning Chaotic Situations into
Moderately Orderly Ones

I he m tool hying' 111101,111I/C(1 c 011('(11011

01 (1111(11C11 hl a spec itic place at a , per Mc time,
and the tem her .s expec ted to get them started



on some productke ac twines Ordinarily, it is

the teacher's responsibility to do ..hdt rs

known in parliamentary terminology calling
the meeting to older Otten the students
come in quietly enough and settle down well
enough but sometimes there is chaos This
may be the case with a class he teacher knows
well, when it has just come back trom lunch,
physical education, or outdoor play, ,. when
for some reason a tunctionmg order has
broken down

When there is chaos or the immineht threat
ot chaos, the teacher needs measures that are
quick acting and reliable The point is to estab-
lish order of almost any) kind, so that the
teacher can he in a position t() take on`, ot a
variety ot other measures The measures taken
at the start therefore need not ordinarily he
persistent in etre( t And becau-a, getting
started is quite importani and should he a
short-lived husmnss the teac her 111)1V limped\
1.14 measures that uric tal high in cost and
ma\ es en has e injurious side check

Here are some sperm( ink that Inlay
help a tea( her with this task

1 It diis beginning of \our ricaling,,
with thesc, children cltqicle litlorcliand lust
what limits and rt,cluirtnit.ot., \ou are goinc; to
1r\ to get them to «mink \\ ith ti,r tile hist
\\ rek or so Don t make the nfor tn)rp, f)( \

(litteff.nt Ire MI \\, hilt the die \

ale Ilkt(>111((1 I() f )1 Io 1'1111111-10 dfl \ Wine(
essar\ requirements that are hard to enhin,

2 (,e1 into plat e betore the glotip ,sines
1 When \11.1 meet the c lass as a group use

\ arietv of means \Ma \\ orris \ our tone ot
\ oice your ti\pr.sion \\, here Mill stand t()

«inimunicate to them that \ ou're a reall\
decent, pleasant, trienclI\ person, \ one who
has SOri()I. Oil% to do I)ori t be so friendly

as to give them the idea you won't do what
you have to do as the person ultimately in
charge---a somewhat different matter trom you
as a human being and tnend let them know
that there are limitations on you, too ("I can't
allow ha\ 4, to insist "I'd like to
let you, but "I I et the children know what
the limits and requirements on their behavior
are and that it it becomes ne«,ssary to entorce
the limits and requirements, you have the re-
source .s, the dill, and the abild\ to do so ',ay
all this largely by sour manner, not in words,

hich ma\ take a little acting For example,
it gentleness doesn't work, you can speak a
hit gruffly lead the children to believe that
You're cool e\ en it \ ou aren'tand that

,\ ou re going to keep cool no matter what hap-
pens (Indicate this, too, by your manner

4 Find a means to catc h the attention ot
the majority of the children, shouting ifbut
only it---you must

5 Aim for two things, in this order every-
one in a seat, or standing still and looking at
vou, and everyone essentially quiet Keep
working insistently but calmly to achieve these
two things, even though it seems 'o take an
hour

6 It things don't go as ',ou would like, try
cajoling gmng very specific instructions, and
calling on individuals i 'You in the red sweater,
please come over here now and sit down "I

7 It (flan, persists, show slight impatience
or slight irritation, but no more

8 Don't say anything unfriendly or humili-
ating to anyone

9 Try to avoid threats, it you feel you must
threaten, make your threat ambiguous ("I'd
date to have to get anyone into trouble,"
"None ot you wants to be punished do you?"
or ''see me after school -)

10 Whatever happens, don't blc,w your



cool It you feel panicky, lust freeze, say noth-
ing for a while

11 If a situation gets dangerous, seek help
12 Be ready to move into the next phase

acting affirmatively- -as soon as von can

Promoting Affirmative Behavior
that Complies with the Norms

As a class moves out of the chaos stage, or
if it has avoided chaos entirely, the task the
teacher faces immediately is to get the show
on the road Because this takes a little skill,
enterprise, and perhaps courage, it can he a
prohlem especially for beginning teachers

Until the students are engaged in something
positive order has a tendency to disintegrate
quickly, so the kind of measure most needed
is one that is reliable and quick acting If the
measure has persistent effects, so much the
better It doesn't have to however, because
once governance is functioning, other mea-
sures can pick up any slack Costly measures,
though should he avoided if possible

Here are some suggestions principals may
communicate to teat hers

1 Keep those students who have settled
doss n ss,i.i,t4.ng for the others and wait to start
gout'' mess until there is reasonably good
order, that is, until all the students al( at their
places and tairly quiet and ottentists Then
movis promptly and with an appeatance of
onhdence into your briefing, your questions,

or sour instructions
2 It the students are restless and sou're

not likely to get complete order, and it the
material or ac !I\ We', %(RI re going to start with
ire like's to be quite appealing go ahead as
soon as dhow tour-hulls 'it the ''ioup has

attenhse, slimily leasing the others
behind i

3 Don't keep children waiting for your next
move for more than few -,cconds Their
attention span is short, and disorder can return

4 Talk to the class as a group in a business-
like, clear, but friendly and polite way You
might practice it at home

5 Phrase instructions very dearly and make
them affirmative rather than negative ("Please
do this quickly," rather than "Don't dawdle").
Use familiar words (' answer" rather than "re-
spond to"), but he prepared for some of the
children not to understand or react as you
want them to

6 Don't call the students "boys and girls"
or "class," both of which they usually hate.
They love "ladies and gentlemen

7 Keep a.n eve out for risk points, such as
desks lammed too close together, a student
who doesn't have a copy -of the hook, or
friends starting to loke

8 Where you detect restlessness, keep
watch on it Perhaps walk over toward the
possible trouble spot, but appear to ignore it
if you can most elementary school children
love attention enough to stop cutting up if
that's the only way to obtain recognition

9 Plan ahead of time for this stage, over-
plan, have interesting, intriguing things in mind
to ask the kids or to invite them to discuss or
do rather than to do or them)

to Keep expressing satisfaction with the
progress ("Eserybody have the book open at
page 4? (;ood' ') (mm11111(11 individuals,
without encouraging competition Don't worry
at this stage about formal achievement

11 Until the attairs of the c lass are running
smoothly, gise them priority as much as you
can over the personal affairs of one or two
individuals who ask for help or attention Tell
the c hild who has a prism(' request or question
to wait until sou have time for him



12 Just as soon as you can, break up the
class into groups--the smaller, the betterand
get students working individually or coopera-
tively for the bulk of the day's activities Don't
try to teach the whole class all at one much
of the time,

Dealing with Routine or Petty Disorder

The most common complaints froni elemen-
tary school teachers about their students' be-
havior are that they talk out when they're
supposed to be quiet and walk or run around
the room when they're supposed to be in

their seats Even when things are orderly
enough not to be characterized as chaotic,
children still interrupt, make wisecracks, laugh
uproariously, punch one another, engage in
little fights, and throw things Many beginning
teachers and quite a number of experienced
teachers face this problem It is particularly
likely to occur in grades four through SIX and
at times when a teacher is trying to teach the
whole (-lass all at once, especially it the mate-
rial is boring It is likely to oc cur, too, if the
teacher gets preoccupied with something that
the class isn't involvc d in, like working at his
or her desk alone, helping one youngster with
a special problem, or responding to an inter-
ruption from outside

In situations like these, it may not be of high
importance to take any measure at all Things
can often rock along for a while however un-
comfortably for the teacher, without much
harm being done Because the problem is not
really a grave one, the costs of various mea-
sures and their possible side effects should be
weighed quite seriously Here are some sug-
gestions that may help teachers

1 Don't blame either the kids or yourself
personally for routine or petty disorder, it's

the most natural thing in the world
2 Work hard at first to distinguish you.

cool, professional posture, in which you neces-
sarily represent the school and its demands,
from the friendly, humorous personal posture,
to which you revert when you've not engaged
in specific school business, and which you will
eventually be able to fall into all day long
When you deal with children in other than a
formal relationship, try to be as good a friend
as you can

3 Develop fun things yru can show your
students how to do and involve them in doing,
if necessary, forget about academic learning
for sc eral weeks

4 When you want quiet, ask for it by shush-
ing, by words, or by some signal, but the
moment you've got it, get on with saying or
doing something that will capture the chil-
dren's active interest and make their being
quiet worth the sacrifice to them

5 Appear to ignore behavior that is not
dangerous or injurious If you want to dis-
courage a particular behavior, avoid rewarding
it by paying attention to' it (Note that when
you regularly overlook a certain kind of be-
havior you don't like, you in tact turn the
norm into a less important one )

6 If a ( hild who is cutting up is a leader
and his or her disorderliness is getting a lot of
attention from other students, he neither un-
friendly nor friendly )ward him Try standing
near him, perhaps with a hand on his shoulder,
or seating him where lw is less visible and less
able to interact with other children Better yet,
if it will work, put him to work on a chore
Distract the other children's attention from him
as much as you can

7 Try to act as rf to say there are important,
exciting things for the quieter students to do
and rewards for them, including your attention
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and appro5 al and perhaps e5en tailgil)le re-

55 arch. -di the restless on,,, \\III do well to loin
them

8 ( ontrul am temptation 5 HU (-11M feel to
\ at the ( lass, e'\( opt perhaps a single (0111-
(-nand like or ',Imo that' ir\ Io
pr( ser5e the good -55d1 rating 55 ith 55 111( h Sou

prohahl5 started out
0 Praise and «impliment students con

stantls lust It this down t work ors token
te55ard s5510111 Wang points ( redo «unrnen-
dations trading stamps nutritional ',II( Ixs, nee
time pHs dew's, and other rewards

10 It some hildren are porticulail5 bother-
some, 05 to get to know them personally Talk
55 ith them outside of ow« conteren«, or
class tor (AM-1-11Th' at lunch or at recess pri-v

voth them 5 isit them and their families
at home

I 1 FR ha\ o time-out place 'a rug a

( It( I, on the ti.00r, a booth against a \van)
WI(' a parts( [dark, restless or disrupti5e kid

(an be put for a Treat sort h a situation
riot as pumstiment hot as a net tsars theca

pewit Ilnle-(flit
12 Ne5er Issue an ultimatum, that is 04,

explicit ihroat that it \ happens of doesn't
happen oil 5 111 detinitidy clo,Y

13 f r% to «mtrol ap5 temptation sou may
has e ho threaten at all but 55 hen Soil 11.el you
nnist put Sour thrr at in the fora? of an arnhigu
oils 55arning like There s trouhlo do55 n that
road ling or 1x1111 h 1111)10 Fit that and I 11-lay

h,Rt to do something \nu 55 ouldn t like at all
\ Vt)d, out all I \( hang(' plan 55 other

tea( hers that 55 ill allow 5 ou to put 5111 h chil-
dren Ill not another's moms for Wirt. luite,,
nr 541 \\hen ne( (0,111

1> It Sou tee' Sou must .101) a student's
(111,-,hehd\IUr and ( an think of nothing else but
pi,m,hment that might do it choose a mild

punishment that will b«)5er soon, such as a
reprimand, on expression of disappointment or
disgust, telling the student you II talk to him
later, keeping hull in toun re( CY. or ho min-
utes, keeping him atter s( hool for ten, or with-
dray% ing a prmlege for no more than a day
Announce the punishment to him in a quiet
oice, 55 ithout so mu( h public 05, as to embar-

rass him unnecessarily and with as much ap-
pearance of regret--rather than gleeas you
ran

16 Bp consistent Students don't know
hat to expect if the teacher enforces a rule

one day and ignores it the nestt
17' Never punish a group for the actions of

a tew )11(11 behavior can onk, lead to resent-
ment on the part of students

18 Don't he afraid to apologize to a stu-
dent it vou punish him unjustly Apologizing
for a mistake is a sign of strength, not of weak-
neSs

1') It a child gets impossibly rambunctious,
and if you think the principal is a humane per-
son who is sympathetic and understanding with
hildren send or take him to the principal

Don 1 make the trip seem like a punishment,
but say something like this "We can't work
this out, so let's see it you and the principal
(an Under the same «,ndibons, letting a

child go oluntanlv to the «mselor is an

alternahse
20 AS soon 011 (an get the t lass in-

olved ir, drawing up Mk"s for their behavior,
sublet t to your tinal approval, reser5e the right
to in( hide some rules of your 05511 !M.P.( that
the list be realistic , and for V0Unoer students
ipeihaps through huh grade' ,t the rules
«insou uously

'1 Disc uss with the ( lass the ways goyer-
nan1 0 tasks can hest be dealt with and adopt
some procedures together Be sure they are



doing this themselves and not lust semnd-
guessing you or being manipulated by you

Talking with a teat her, listening to hop, and
making suggestions is perhaps, as has been
said, the most effective way for a principal to
help flow ettec ine suc h «mersations are
depends heavily, of course, on how cess-
tully the principal builds a mutually trusting
and security -going relationship with the
teacher Understanchng teachers questions and
apprehensions about governance, and keeping
in mind their situations as they experience
them, as well as their hopes and tears, so tar
as these can he guessed, is not always easy
Her' are some notes on the states ot mind
most likely to characterize beginning and

ed tea( hers, as they hear on the proc-
ess of giving them help with disc 'Hine

BEGINNING TEACHERS WITH
DISCIPLINE PROBLEMS

People often go into teat fling to he able to
deal with children,warmis and lovingly They
hale not thought of themsekes as regulators
of hehaior or as catalysts to get students to
learn the habit of cooperative self-government
Nor does the idea appeal to them More often
than not then have been nourished on a love
ideology f, 'Be nice to the kids and meet their
needs, and all will go well' L an ideology so
aura( ke to them that they tight any eidence
that it isn t adequate Perhaps hecause, as stu-
dents, the have only re«itly ked through a
guerrilla war \A rth tea( hers the last thing they
want to do is play a tear herly role It their
students respond to them as enemies rather
than friends, they are personally hurt For
some the is the first time in years that they
hale heen subjec ted to personal attacks

("Drop dead'. ; Not raring at first to try to
govern children's behavior, when they decide
they must, they lack the essary skills and
find themselves angry with their students
and then ang'ry with themselves for being angry

Often the beginner's first assignment re-
quires him to work with children unlike any he
has ever known before, children of a different
social class or ethnic group When this is so,
his disciplinary problem is likely to he worse

Eventually he must, albeit reluctantly, aban-
don any feeling of moral superiority he may
have started out with and turn to experienced
faculty members for example and advice As
he does this, however, he is caught in a further
emotional conflict, he sees himself slip from
the younger generation into the older, joining
ranks with the former enemy' He started out
believing that governance is simply a matter
of what kind of person one is Rut the experi-
ences he has gone through not only haven't

'clarified his view of the objective problem, but
have entangled the whole business of disci-
pline with his ego and feelings

Here are some suggestions for principals
who confront problems such as these

I Be patient, it may take new teachers a
sear or more to learn how to handle disc mime
problems Resist the temptation to try to make
them operate differently right away It you rush
them, You may inadvertently turn them into
old-line auto( rats

2 IN these teachers knowgently that
they have a problem and that you know it

3 Open up frequent opportunities for in-
tormal, relaxed talks with them--maybe over a
LIP of coffee, maybe in the parking lot atter

school
4 Be friendly, sympathetic, and emotionally

supportive, riot reproachful Let these teacher.,
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know that every teacher worth his salt experi-
ences some failures Seek out things to com-
pliment them about

5 Invite beginners who are having trouble
to use you as a resource, to cAII V011 in, or to
send children to you On occasion, it they like
the idea, take over their classes (In English
elementary school," this is a common practice
and seems to mirk well ) You can he a good
rutch for beginning teachers to lean on while

they're learning how to walk
6 It you have any training in nondirective

counseling, try to help the beginner identify
emotional hang-ups that may interfere with his
dealing with the problem As well as not know-
ing much about the governance task, many
beginners still have adolescent antiauthority
teelings and identify unconsciously with re-
bellious students

7 Try to avoid telling a teacher what he
should do, but suggest many possibilities for
him to consider

8 Try to help out the teacher with a spe-
c Mc problem or a particular student

9 Try to cut down the pressures and trus-
trations in the beginning teat her's lrte

10 Do almost anything you can to keep
expenen«.d teachers from porting pressure on
the beginners Encourage the experienced
teat hers to he patient, sympathetic, suppor-
tive, and helptul toward their beginning col-
leagues

11 Arrange for the beginner to visit the
c lasses ot, or to team teach with, other teach-
ers who might help teachers whom you
choose for their skill and with %vhom th-
beginner says he teels rapport

12 Arrange tor,inservi«e education on dis-
c ipline, anything tram recommending readings
to a roll-dress workshop cm contingent rein
tore ment tee hniques

I 9

EXPERIENCED TEACHERS WITH
DISCIPLINE PROBLEMS

Experienced teachers who have prphlems
with governance often have extricated them-
selves from their early (IA( ulties by develop-
ing restrictive and punitive habits By Jint of
continuous effort, they are able to preserve
from day to day an uneasy order, prohahly at
the cost of arousing deep resentment and sow-
ing -"eeds of later rebellion, not to mention
producing injurious educational side effects.
Partly because their training gave them so little
in the way of professional skills, and their
school districts give them so little in the way
of resources for governing, most experienced
teachers have come to rely heavily on influ-
ence measures that are very personalsmiles,
glares, and the bestowing and withdrawing of
affection or contempt They have engaged
their personal emotions so deeply in keeping
order that their self-respect has come to hang
on their success or failure, and they have come
to view disciplinary offenses as disrespect or
personal attack They have never learned to
see the tasks of governance as objective, pro-
tessional tasks, which can he explored calmly
and without defensiveness Some have, in fact,
fallen into an all-or-nothing state ot mind.
They fear that it students get away with a
single violation, the whole structure of law
and order in the classroom or school will
collapse "Either you have the children's re-
spect or you don't,'' they may say "Either you
have control or you don't (heir view of their
power as monolithic adds to their fears

It is understandable that when another per-
son raises questions about their disciplinary
pm( ti es, many experwil«,d teat hers show
eN,Idenc e of feeling emotionally threatened
Probably because the measures they now use



are those with whit h they rem ued themselves
from their unpleasant early experiences and
they are never quite sure they may not fall
hack Ink) that snake pit), they tend to cling to
them and to be very reluctant to discard them
or try other approaches They often openly
show their displeasure over beginning teach-
ers' attempts to be more liberal or less purn-
tive This experience of a young frith -grade
teacher is a common one "I feel I handle my
class in such a way that most discipline prob-
lems don't crop up But it does seem that
taculty meetings and lounge onfrontahons
always end up with someone telling me that
one of my kids did such-and-such

Experienced teal hers7ilifid to be particularly
c Arnow: about revealing their disciplinary fail-
ures or perplexities to their «flleagues or to
the princrpal They seem to put up a front
to one another, with the remarkable result
(revealed in research stucheC) that eau h tends
to think the other stricter and tougher than he
really is 'o em [I tends to one his own
disciplinary problems or his more lenient views
from the other and, r.in« he usually attaches
great importan«, to being in the principal's
good graces, from the prim ipal, too Com-
pared to other professions, in tac t, tea( hrng
has been shown to be an unusually lonely one,
and that loneliness must be partu ularly pain-
ful for those who have chosen teaching be-
cause of their Ipe of people 2

or many tear hers, «rn«,aling their per-
plexities leads to denying that they exist Al-
though experienced teachers complain about
discipline problems a great deal, their com-
plaints are usually not ahmt problems «m-
cerning their own protesstonal pro tur, but
about the ditticult II. the\ hale to «re with
"carting cut in a workshop or «ifirse on gov-
etnan«,, experien«gl tear hers usually want to

talk at length about the objectionable behav-
ior and poor family backgrounds of their chil-
dren, but not about new or different ap-
proaches they themselves might take

Here are some suggestions for principals
who want to see a change in the behavior of
oserly authoritarian teachers

I Be patient It may take a couple of years
for these teachers to change, and a few never
can Resist the temptation to try to make them
change, which will probably just make them
more rigid

2 I ct these teachers know --gently, even
cit.uallY but cleark---that for professional rea-
sons, you yourself favor more freedom for stu-
dent4, and Influence measures that are more
educaffonalmd that you are willing to put
up ,Y11:\ the resulting increase in noise and
disorder

3 ley to identify fears and points of frus-
tration and irritation in these teachers' disci-
plinary world nor example, "Kids are insolent"
or "Parents don't train kids to respect author-
ity") and use them as the starting points for
mtormal or formal m,,ervt«, editration in re-
gard to discipline and freedom

4 Try to onvin(e these teachers that tight
control of children's lives prevents them from
de\ elo;ling stilt- reliance and self- control and
Ihat there can still he low and order even it
school norms lied rme more liberal, less puni-
tive influence measures are use,,, and students
are insolved more in classroom and school
govern )nc e

BEGINNERS AND THE EXPERIENCED

It holds true for both beginners and expeo-
enc ((I tea( hers that they often tear that they
are unable to keep order, tear disorderly stu-
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dents themselves for the trouble they can
cause, md tear the harsh judgments of their
«illeagues and prim ipals

Be( a use tear breeds detensiveness and, in

turn, iggressiveness toward students, many
teat hers are caught in a vicious circ le How-
ever, because so many ot the more effective
influen«e measures depend on the teacher's
having a high good-will rating or the ability
to communicate intimately with students, a

teacher who is uptight about discipline cannot
he wry ettectRe at it This makes the process
ot extricating himself from the vicious circle
particularly hard Most important, the teacher
is incapable of looking at the matter calmly
and openly as simply another and particularly
challenging aspect of playing the professional
role of teacher OP.

Generally, then, the most useful single thing
one c an do for a teacher who has discipline
problems of any kind is to help him relax
about them, let him blow oft steam, arid give
him quiet, friendly, emotional support, with-
holding2tor a while at least any judgment
on his performance When the teacher seems
relaxed enough to be open to a serious look
at any aspect of his problem, the best point
at which to start is the particular point, central
or peripheral, that seems most sore to him
Another approach is to tell the teacher some
things that may help him let him know that
almost everyone has disc iphnary problems,
that no one will he upset it he doesn't master
his right away, that the principal's standards
and those of other teachers are not as restric-
tive as he thinks Ordinarily, the worst thing
a principal can do is to reproach such a
teacher or moralize to him about his beliefs
or practices

Particularly in the case of beginning teach-
ers, relieving pressures on them and giving

them time is essential if one wants to improve
their chances in learning how to keep order
by positive means and avoid their falling into
the addictive habit of keeping it by restrictive
and punitive means

One can also help teachers by giving them
substantive information they don't have about
the students, the school's customs, the regula-
tions and laws that apply to them and to stu-
dents, and the resourns at their disposal One
can help them learn and think analytically
about norms and influence measures as such,
which may immunize them against the all-
or-nothing mentality of some experienced
teachers

It one informs teachers about how many
kinds of influence measures there are, they
will have more strings to their how and not
be so worried it one should break And if they
recognize the realistic possibilities and limita-
tions, they may he more able to say to stu-
dents, .as skilled teachers oftei do, "I can't
make you do such-and-such but I can do thus-
and-so It may he a great service to help a
teacher see the advantage of being this honest
with childrenand to help him learn how
to be

One may help the teacher analyze specific
situations What is the highest priority need
in this particular case? What kind of efficacy
is most important? What kinds of power does
the teacher have, and what kind is he using?
What does he do that increases or decreases
his power? Do the norms need revising? It is
an art to be honest with a nervous teacher
about such matters without making him more
nervous

One may he able to help the teat her develop
new options or approaches Perhaps one can
suggest that he take moreor
class for governance matters

lesstime in
Perhaps one



merely needs to tell him to speak louder, or
to use the imperative mood, or to do more
commending, praising, or ignoring Perhaps
he needs to he taught how to tea( h better or
needs to he told to teach something different
Perhaps one can help him balan«e the etfort
he puts into remedial measures with more
effort on prophylactic ones It all goes well,
one can help the teacher develop an effective
style that is consistent with good protessional
practice vet suits his own personality, a style
that can be«ime, to a considerable degree,
intuitive Principals have some special handi-
caps that go along with their helping role,
however, as well as some special resources

GIVING EMOTIONAL SUPPORT

Almost invariably, a principal is an emo-
tional threat to his or her tea( hers This is so
not only because he is their administrative
superordmate and has formal, bureaucratic
powers over them, but also, usually, because
he or she has mans subtle powers over them
that may be easily used or abused 'Im«. teach-
ing is a lonely profession, and sinc . teachers
are usually as aware of the nearby presen«e
of the principal as they are of anyone else in
the budding, many teachers depend emotion-
ally on their principals' personal favor no
one wants the feeling of being in the dog-
house This favor a principal may easily with-
hold or withdraw, perhaps un«insc iously, but
nonetheless with effect

Principals have the power to do little things
that can make teacher" lives more (in-nod-
able or less so, such as requiring the advance

of Ivssoil plans, observing, c riticizing,
intruding into teachers' spheres, and obtaining
(or not obtaining) clerical services, supplies, or
funds that teachers want Principals, usually

pretty much on their own, make tip teachers'
assignments, including assignments to special
duties, and hand out prerogatives arid small
privileges, like permission to leave school
early They recommend to their higher-ups
the renewal or nonrenewal of contracts, the
grooming of certain teachers for advanwment,
or the transterring of teachers to other se hoots,
preterred ones and less desirable ones

Filially, and otten most important, prim pals
are in a position to back teachers up or not
back them up in any conflicts they mac have
with stud( nts, parents, or others This is a

matter to which teachers attach great impor-
tance

How can pone 'pals, who themselves consti-
tute an emotional threat to teachers, meet the
urgent need to relieve the emotional pressures
00 teachers? They can do so partly by keeping
hands on., by avoiding anything that will
make teat hers feel emotionally more insecure,
ashamed, embarrassed, or guilty, and partly
by giving emotional support compliments,
praise and encouragement are among he prin-
ipal s most useful tools Where tormal class-

room observation may make a situation worse
informal stopping by to help can pro% ide sup-
port Patiently tolerating a lot of disorder will
relieve the pressure when a lea( her is wres-
tling with the problem of keeping order, or
when the teacher still has to learn that he must
wrestle with it

One prim rpal, having ordered an end to
corporal punishment and thereby panicking
the teachers, simply invited the teat hers to

send their behavior problems to the offi«.
During a period in which the teachers pro-
vided her with a lot of business- most of it

unnecessary- -they developed new norms and
new compliance approaches She had helped
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ins; he patient don t attar k o1 detencl, \viten
there is a moment of c aini, tt to ,,l11.;t;t,1

construe ti\ e
8 It the (Fuld is suspected or arc used of an

ottc me that is not Sc 11()L1`, and there is a ques-
tion about hi, guilt, no ma\ want to s( hedule
a «mteren«) for later and let him go back to
his room It the charge is serious, \ MI may
want to keep hint on ice ;tor example, «folmg
his heels in the office' or in a study hall or
time-out room u until something further can he
clone

1) It it develops that the child has c.ioiated
a rule or requirement bee airs() he thinks it is

orimir or stupid, tt t() explain to him that no
matter what its merits OR', Sc hilt; as the rule
is in cite( t you and the tea( her has c' no c hoice
but to see that it is ()be\ ed It there is am'
case to he made against it, in\ ite the student
to open up the question and tell 111111 11(1\s 1()

(I() se
I() It it is cletmite that the student has «Hu-

mmed an offense, clan t reproach nine for
doing what he (1,1 but emphasiie that you
can t tolerate tinier stir It bella\ rot \sk Inn)
to come up with his owe Whiff for a\ ()Kling a
repetition unless he \\ ant, \ oil to «Hue up
w.ith one

I I fie as (Hum \ (HI po5,11)1\ (an dhoti!
the c hild s suggestions It he suggo,,i you
pardon him don't rule out gi\ing it 41 ft\ , if he
,,w,;;;t sits (1(1111P, 41\N,1\ 11011 thi.r) and there \\Jilt
On ;tile he broke or tronsterring burn to an
other class that lint might he the HI( a! soli]
tic '-)(Hiti( \\,w, of dealing 55111- wrung
()111',1,, ,,,11 be (11s(1),,,,(.(1 111 a !diet (11,11)1C1

1' \IA., ,I '0,11 rticIrt ith
p1,111 1111,,t1 is ("1)141111i, 111 111P (1111d 11 \c/l1

1,1111 11'11 111111 111,11 right ()I Art,ne, this is ,ore-
id', the 55 1\ 11 s 1:,()111P, In 11.1\ P in lit, 01 least
lilt 111)V\ rry

TALKING WITH A STUDENT ALONE

Talking with a student alone, whether it is

done by the principal, a teac her, or possibly
an understanding tellow student, may he ,on
the whole the most useful single discrplinorY
measure that can he taken This section dis-
c uses some of the approaches likely to be
eftecove in such a talk, whether it is a formal
conference or a c hat initiated casually by one
or another of the people involved What is

said here is directed primarily to principals,
but should be helpful to teat hers, too Muc
tit it applies, too, to talking with students in
groups, which is perhaps the second most
useful approach to discipline

It is through talking that most of the pro«
dures that change children s views of the silica-
nuns they confront can be put to work with
the greatest ettec t tear Fling about possibilino,,
pointing to future benefits, stimulating chil-
dren to think, quasepsychotherap\ and dis-
cussions of right anti wrong And, for practical
reasons, these procedures are somewhat more
likely to function in a private talk than M
group disc ussion

We often speak of talking to 41 student 1)\

which we probably mean motah/ing, scolding
or reprimanding Whether or not they are ,-.()
1111(41(led 111('W kinds of talk are orhal pun
ishrnents the kind of talk meant here talk-
ing with the child in other word,, two-wo\
dialogue

When prim if hit or teacher ertjtoges ui o

dialogue win) a student about a 'latter of
beim, col he glass two roles that (H.- law
enforcer and that of an c dtH ator -helper who
has set aside his authoot\ for the rthq.,tient arid
is 11\ Mt', 1() help Ole student figure- d \)\
he tmil m the world of law
and order Neither role is a Wass eas\ and



because they tend to mteriere with one an-
other, «imbining them is hard Yet so tar as
the situation calls for both roles, the school
ofhcial must pia\ both If he refuses to play
the first, he is derelic t in his goyernanc( duty,
it he refuses to play the second, he is abdicat-
ing his role as an educator

Both principals and teachers are under so
much more pressure to keep order than to
educate that the danger of tailing to meet
one's governance obligations is usualIN small
compared to the danger of tailing to he an
educator-helper In an case, the double re-
sponsibility requires one to graitate hack and
torah between the two roles

i he sic cess of a conterence depends heav-
il of «misc., on honest communication from
child to pun( 'pal or tea( her 5inc . this can
take place only in the child's own language,
the adult can get candid communication only
to the extent that he tolerates that language
Also, sin((' «immunn :Ilion will take place only
insntar as it is \, aided, the adult (an enhance
its quality and quorum, by showing an interest
in, or appreciation ot, the whole «immunica-
non, regardls.ss of its content this may he
hair' One must put aside for a few minutes
one s feelings of obligation to brand eyii as
e\ and to teach what s right or wrong and,
instead ,ippear to accept luny language, \iews,
or statements one might find repugnant

( omersely, «immunication will riot happen
it am, distress that the prim II) 11 or tea( her feels
about the content of the mniniunic mu, Is

het my losply identined with
the c ommunication kilt the listener may
hileslall this possibility hv ommend-
:ea; the t i't minimumating itself, while de-
ploring the «intent I or instan«, he can say,
'It you feel that way, I'm awfully glad you told
me or \ VPH vnirye, grit yourself into a heck

of a mess, haven't you, but I admire your cour-
age for telling me about it Or he can receive,
the communication impassRely, hold hack his
negative response, wait a few hours before
responding to the content, and then begin by
saying, "I've been thinking abo,ct what you
said to me this morning

It is always possible in a (mlidential talk
that communication will go so well that the
principal or teacher learns some secrets the
child doesn't expect to have passed on Such

a situation may arouse the law enforcer role.
lo keep the conference fair and honest, there-
tore, it is a good idea, before the child gets
himself rn too deep, to warn him which kinds
of secrets the school of4..cial is not at liberty to
keep "Before you say any more, I should warn
you that if you tell me anything that has to do
with drugs, I can't promise to keep it a secret

If the student is violently defiant or rude, it
is most effective to show no anger but intimite
that the matter will have to he dealt with later
+One rn,n, have to make several attempts be-
tore one gets a dialogue going, occasionally,
it's impossible for someone who isn't a trained
therapist to do so ) When a student behaves
this way, it may help to keep reminding one-
self that such beha''ior is almost always a
defensive symptom of a person who is basi-

cally very frightened
To sum up, then, communication is likely to

work best when one manages to listen with
the appearance of patience and sympathy,
postponing all expression of disapproval or
shock

With communication working, the next re;
quirement of an effective conference,,as has
been suggested earlier, is that the principal or
teacher wine to understand how the situation
or event looks from the student's point of view
and how it feels to him A good test of whether



one has accomplished this is whether one can
say hack to the student successfully "Then, as
you see it, things are this way which is
harder than it sounds Another test is to be
able to say to oneselt honestly that, it one were
in the student's shoes, one might tee! and do
the same as he

This sort of approach achieves two things
It tells the student that the principal or teacher
is interested in helping him, not in reproach-
ing, shaming, or humiliating him Thus, it

opens his mind to the questions, information,
or suggestions that the principal or teacher
advances And, because it teaches the adult
how the student sees the situation, it equips
him to choose the questions he might ask or
comments he might make that would modify
that perception and thus modify the student's
behavior

If the school official avoids any temptation
to fall into the other errorseeming to excuse
unacceptable behavior -he can communicate
to the student honestly what must be c hanged
about his behavior Separating out the behav-
ior, which the principal or teacher of cour,e
rejects, from the student himself, whom he
accepts (That certainly was your worst side
that got the *Her of you, Stan, wasn t it?")
can strengthen the student's stilt respect, that
is, his belief that there is nothing basically
wrong about him or his most fundamental
goals and that he has the ability to find new
ways of pursuing them The student must
recognize this it he is to he«ime intelligently
self-dfrectim; Making the needed changes
may be difin ult for him, especially it those
changes are major It will he most helpful it

the principal f,r teat her makes it ( le it that the
clioice is not simply between c ontinuing in his
old ways and straightening out all at once, he
has the alternative of modifying his behavior

hit by bit The school official may have to
accept this last alternative for it is probably
the best the student can do to improve It has
been shown to he very helpful, even with
hardened delinquents, to ask each one to
make a small commitment and, when he has

'mode it, to do what one can both to help him
keep it and to insist that he do so' This is
what it means to build self-discipline Since

the influence procedures involved are inclined
to he slow acting, it may take many confer-
ences, when these procedures produce effects,
however, the effects are persistent

The best format for a conference depends
on the circumstances Most often the chilc rs
anxious and tearful (or he is sullen and defiant,
which suggests that he is fearful), and he us

almost invariably so when the conference is
with the principal In these cases, as was sug-
gested above an informal setting, even a

casual one, is likely to he the best Much good
work has been done in a seemingly offhand
way A principal "happen," to be standing near
the child on the playground, and atter talking
about what's going on in the game they're
watching, he changes the subject with some
such remark as, "Say, by the way, didn't Mr
'ones tell me that you and he had a little
trouhle the other day?''

An antic le in the National Hementary Prtn-
c ipal some time ago gave some useful spec Mc
suggestions almost 1 scenario -for a more
formal, "sympathetic, nonjudgmental, and oh-
le( tine ,ipproac Ir Among the suggestions
were the following

41.0:411..)
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behaint should he viewed as a rratual prob-
lem to hp soled \\Orkt'd nut heMeen the
youngster and the principal
Slug lure the intenre so the pupil I on assume
',Ore(' portion ot the resiumsihilit for the (AM-
(hit I Of the Inter\ !e\% I he pupil s partu Ipdt1011
has 150 henencial results it stimulates ,,elt-
eSaluation and linut.. negatne rem hons

he principal ma present 10 the student
for e\ploranon possible alternate (ourse., ot
ac lion 2

\\ OH Oder stu lent,. 5\110 ha% e ed in tough
circurnstan« s and have learned to be tough
themseles, a rry straightforward approach
r»ay work best, with the prim ipal or teacher
arguing back, even shouting back, just as the
students expect their hest friends to do

In the rare case that a student is really
happv-go-lcu k about the trouble he causes or
gets hu»selt into it may take a tormal con-
frontation in the principal's 0111( e Ith the
principal sitting behind his desk and thi,3 stu-
dent standing, to let ac rocs to him how serious
be situation has become But this probabk
orct work ii its ett"( t Is so great as I() Mt Inn

dote the student
The question %vhether or not one should

,splain to ( hildren the reasons for the norms
and 0 (tuirements lb A are asked to live up to

otten argued While it Is 0')Illteet, danger-
ous to fli) this with a large restless grciup

eral i hdd rep \ gel the Idea I hat there is
enough dissidem e to warrant a re\ oltition- in

Cf.)

a race -to -lace' tall. with a single child, explain-
ing can onk he beneficial It the explainer is
clear in his mind about his own row ot the
requirement s purpose and is honest about it
with the child, the explanation itselt will
ah»ost «qtamly, he effective as an influence
measure If the explainer regards the require-
ment as unnecessary, he can try explaining the
rule itself ''Mr X, who made the rule, prob-
ably thkught it \0111d help to Or he can
explain'tvily he has to enforce it 'look, I'm
not saying that this is a good rule, I'm saying
the school board made it, and I have to see
that you follow it Or he might change the
requirer»ent then and there "OK, it you can
think ot a way to straighten this out wiatatiut
doing what Ike told you to do, it'll he ) ine
with m me It the student coes tip \\with on-
vim ing argument against the requirement, the
prim 'pal or teacher is likely to gain more than
he loses by grkmg in 'OK, you're right," he
c an say "That's using your head Forget what
I said before it's goodto have someone like
\ ou around to straighten me out sometimes'"

NOTES

I \ \.1111.1111 f 4,1 hf ff of, A 111,111f l,nlurr ,Nett
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Dealing wig
Major Offenses

In most elementar} schools, serious (menses
rarely occur But in an} school they ma} and
in some they are, untortunatelv, «trurnon
Carrying weapons, extortion, theft, use ot hard
drugs, and arson are tac is ot hut ',errous prop
erty damage', serums cletiall(0 or rudeness,
obs«.ne language under some «mditions, and
unauthoriled lelvm of the room or the sr hool
tall into the same r ategory

The main governanw reason for responding
to a serious ottense is to sec that it «tines f()
an end and is not repeated In the rase ot theft
or property damage, school authorities also
have an obligation to try to arrange for resto-
ration or reparation Usually cat( h (vows (all
for measures that are high in rehalulity, and
some «ill for measnies that ore (mu Is at Img
Persistent e of ettet I is de,arahle, but it is nut
of the highest prioril} «insineiohle
ost for etre( (Relies,. Is justified and, depend-

ing partl\ on the seriousness of the ottense,

(*1

damaging side ettec is may have to be accepted
there are some suggestions for both tear hers

and print ipals

When the (Mons(' entalls a ontinuing
danger ,tor example, brandishing a weapon),
!time last to end it, getting help it it seems
useful

2 In a case of Omit, put d high prior It on
getting the stolen ()twit out ot the thief s
hands- e}en at the tt,t ot not identifying him

Ignore or overlook a serious ottense only
rarely, and only it }ou der oh' that on balanc .

it s hest for Instal-1re, it V011 can t tigure out a
w,/ rime or it von re willing for the
norm that has been iolatcd to het ine a less
important one

4 It ,ou don t kmm N.\ h() «mmutted an
ottense, don I at ( use ansone Iititil NMI has('
(''(dente beond a reasonable doubt that he',,
guilty ot it, remember that you re not only an



insestigator but also, sets likely judge am!
Jury

( ollet t es iclen«, by suhtle nona« using
questions when vou can

h Neser en( itirage one student to tell oir
another ex«pt svherr there is (linger ot mturs
or when the, rule Is one that students Mem-
seises have mstituted hs sin«qelv ratitymg

bate male their own
,olse ( rime it sou can, but remen)ber,

sou don't haw to lots ot hoot (menses go
tinsolsed vet lite goes on

It VS hen the classroom (11 ',1.11()01 t ommt;
nits will prom troll) all offender admitting to
sou that he tonmuttecl the ottense, invite, en-
«airage, or ('ten urge him to do so and then
reward him 1-ton t. extort corrtessions for the
purpose ot tustitsing a punishment or for use
in a court ot lass they re inadmissible

It a child seems to have c Irallenged you
ht obeying only in part tor us attention on
that he has clone, (min)end for it exphc
ills or implicitly, and make it ressording for
hint, aoicl making a 111t.', issue out of shat he
still hasn't chine It sou hate feelings about
disresper t tor your authorits, keep them hid-
den In that ssas you \sill prohabls find it

'osier to get 111111 to do the other part in sou
filly find you can settle for the part he's
aln.,ids 6)00

10 It somm(thii1 1 c hili! does, suclr as Imit-
,IIMP))11(. (11' ,,1)(/111111; something hr.autitill,

angers soil, let sour anger struts Kilt keep it
mini turning into personal anger or %inch( Ilse
Hess tilt('( fed .1galrl,,t 111111 1)1a sour atithorita
Inc role «mlls That s a h Nitric thing to do,
mars \,1,e lust can't hate that

II Renienikg tilt you don t 11,150 to «mr
plete the process of dealing %soh air offense
right assay (Merl rt its hest to del, s keeping
the inc iilon1 aloe in the (mender s mm(l thy

Making an appointment for a conference later,
for example) but allowing vourselt time and
leisure to think things riser quietly and per-
haps to get advice

12 Use private onteren( as your basic
tool for dealing with serious ottenses, confer
over and over again, don't gave up

13 It a whole group has been somehow
involved in an offense or has been attected by
it, talk with the group about it, draw out their
teelinigs, share yours with them, and engage
them as tar as possible in the resultant plan-
ning and action

14 Do almost anything you can to avoid
deciding to punish a child If you feel you
have to give in on this, show that von do so
reluctantly 11 hate to punish you for this
'Can you think of any other was' I can help

sou to remember -How about our hold-
ing, ott and seeing it You can ?")

15 It the norm involved is an important
one and sou think you can show the offender
and the other students) how important it is

only by punishing him, do so Make the pun-
ishment tedious rather than painful, and fairly
short -Toed The best punishments are probably
the withdrawal of privileges and the assign-
ment of temporary, uLetul hones that can he
pertormed In prwate Munk of recess and
extra( firriculor activities not as posileges but
,is tight., son shouldn't infringe on r

Nf'st'I hit a r hill except when he's in
the middle ot hitting someone else and hitting
him is the only was to stop him 1which is

almost neseri
1- Comsat( r the possibihts that the hest

measure is to do nothing or perhaps merely
to.let the (mender know that sou are aware
ot the offense and perhaps that you know who
committed it

18 it there are explicit regulations as to



what sou re supposed to du, ()be\ them oil
VOU if' diP.011tek one Ill( ed ;()Ii must do

otherwise and are willing to tar e dOS possible
consequences

19 ',end a student to guidani «ionselor
onk it the counselor functions os an assistant
administrator or a disciplinarian It he tune
tions as a therapeutic counselor, du no more
than insite or possibly urge the student to go
to the counselor on his ov,,n

20 Auer any serious incident oit down a
private, confidential, anecdotal record (11 what
happened and what sou (lid let the strident
concerned know what V011 put into it

21 In a very serious or dangerous case` On-
side!' a 11011H111111Re suspension, 55hoh means
asking the offender to go home or sending him
home Ng the rest of the day or 1Or iwu Or three
dais, it this is permissible

22 In a as(' so ',er101e, !hal a referral out-
side the s( hool seems ads 'sable make sue h
referral unk with the knowledge and ccinsent
of the student s parent',

:h(.11 a sirs erase disc tplinarN offense has
urred, or when a serious danger threatens

that school personnel do not feel sire they
an Ilarld'ie 1 print pal ma\ hare to call the

police In one cos, at least 21) per( ens (It Ill('
to the ',(110o1 polo I, unit come from ele-

mentars sc hi)()1,, imam of fliem insoling in-
truders, to be ',lire rather turn students' There
is little reason to insolse the police in rases
of minor lolations of the law on the part of
students Isolated episodes ot petk
ordinary tights, and the like can almost alya\s
be dealt with more sattsfor toril\ h school
authorities

Because ot the ps,i hologic ails disruptke
ettec t of a «mtrontation between a policenian
and an elerhentan, Nuspec t, stir h a on-

trontation n should be acoded during school
hours unless the Matter is e\tremek urgent
or the same reason, some sc hool people be-

lo've that whentker polo ernell ()MC to an
lerrienlar% ',(11H01, die% should it possible he

out of umtorm Depending on the situation,
this may be debatable It may be that when a
O011«111,111 conies to the school, the children
are entitled to know it and to have a chance
to discuss the event and its implo atoms with
one another, with teat hers, w nth the principal,
arid perhaps with !he policeman himselt f low,-

(kyr, barring a catastrophic emergent. when
polo (Trier) are in a school, the prim ipal should
keep the control of the school in his own
hand, If the situation is ',CHOW', he might do
well to get authorization to send the children
home As long as a polio' officer is in the
school building a school person should ac-
company him---particularly while he «mducts
any search or int-rrogation or makes an arrest

Although the law on the subject o, school
hildren's right, during police imestigations is

tar from crystallized, students are entitled to
the same legal protection, up to a point, as
older citizens'

Specialists seem to agree that sc hool person-
nel should not turn confidential school ,emrds
mei to the polo e or allow.the polo e to exam-
ine them without a valid subpoena or signed
instruc lions to that effect trom the child's par-
ents While a prim 'pal himself has the right
to search pm lets, purses, or 101 ken.. when he
has spec ific reason to suspec I something is out
ot order, he would be wise to refuse to allow,
1 polo eman to c cmduc t am sear( h without a
proper seam h warrant

If there are reasons for a ,-,oloeman to inter-
view students during the sc hool do), to gather
..kiden«,, this may be done Their parents
should, of c ourse, he !Wormed as soon as

( 7



possible The principal should he present at
any interview should make notes, and should
preent any brow-beating It the student to
he questioned is a suspec t, or be( imes one,
the prim mai should refuse permission tot an
interrogation on school premises and should
contact the parents as ',0011 as possible Be-

cause the student has the right not to inc rumi-
nate himself, the outcome 01 any interrogation,
c armed out by the print ipal himself is inadmis-
sible in court as evidence

In dealing with major offenses, (Me 01 the
tasks the principal must a( «imphsh is to dec ide
which ottenses he and his tac ultv will handle
and which offenses are bclond their scope
In the past, school people trequently have
attempted to solve problems beyond their

competence For example, tea( hers and prm-
c 'pals are not law enforcement officials Neither
are they generally prepared to deal with chil-
dren s deep emotional problems In develop-
ing procedures for dealing with major offenses,
then, school personnel should make some de-
cisions regarding which problems require out-
side assistance in some form Attempting to
solve problems one is not equipped to deal
\N ith is not only unwise, but it can make the
problems worse

NOTE

1 iii' WI111,1111 01 BUSS, I I 'ea/ 4.jn t, i it ( ruin' IM/N-
111;,1t/()// in the Publ(c School,, No 4 in the N()LPE
Monograph Certe,, (Topeka National Organisation nn
1,,,,f(il Problem. of [dor arum, 19' II



Toward a
Governance Proc ram

A governance program begins and ends with
human beings Its success depends on how
the people who administer the program stu-

dents, teachers, and principalperceive each
other It there is mutual trust and respect
among all the people in the school, the govern-
ance program has every chance of achieving
its objectives It trust and respect are absent,
student governance will be a constant uphill
struggle

Children conic to the elementary school
trom various bac kgrounds and expenem es
They will have a variety of needs and desires,
some omnurrn, many different rheN; will ex-
hibit a potpourri of si/es, shapes, and hues
They are, in a sense, the given, in the elemen-
tary school It is the task of the professional
to work with the pupils at whatever stage of
development the might he, to )1+1,4,lop the
kind of atmosphere that will lead to a sound,
effective governance program

It is the responsibility of the professional to
establish a school climate based upon trust and
respect for each human being m the school
This cannot he done through tric ks or the
learning of techniques, except at a very super-
ficial, and eventually self-defeating, level A

ce,,,,f.,11 governance program, then, begins
first with a school stalf who sincerely believes
in people as human beings, who, it you will
genuinely like kids Not every teacher or prin-
«pal employed in elementary schools today
meets this test Such persons, wherever they
may be, are weak links in the governance of
pupils They are the people who are constantly
seeking new tricks to control c hildren or who
so easily tall into authoritarian patterns ot be-

havior and seek to master kids
Respec ting and caring for c hildren as human

beings does not mean a syrupy. permissive kind
of school atmosphere in which everything
goes, and usually does When one genuinely



ate". for a human being, he' wants to see him
grow and to achieve all that he' can This means
one has to guide that person, even to correct
him when he is wrong But one guides and
«irrec is always with the. knowledge. and under-
standing that the other person is lust that, a
person, who has the inherent dignity of a

human being and to whom one owes respect,
regardless of the immediate situation

The poncipalind to some extent, all the
teachers in the school, roust seek «')Ileagues
who exhibit behaviorally the characteristics of
people who like and want to work with kids
A professional staff who are interested in all
children, both the good and the trouhlesome
and who are sensitive to c hildren's basic need,
regardless of their ha( kgrounds, can provide an
ins aluable underminning for the governance
program

A sec and onsideration in the' governance
program is the. legal toundation The maiorits
r)t ((nut dee ',dons in this area have dealt with

axe «illeges and see )ndors se hoots How
f r the prim roles laid down Its the courts 111
th,)`(' e 1`('`, also appl\ 11) se hook

s errs inincrrial should he aware of the signify
ant «)urt the !stems (Icahn): ssrth pupil gov-
q11,10(1'

I'nderst,ind,ihls, school personnel in recent
sears has( bee cure cone erned oser the num-
ber of tnurt eases that students 'lase won
apparentls at the. e\pense eel tlw sr hook, "err

elne'l 1:1,ds',1s h'1',11 den 1,,IMP,

would reseal that rn many instan«, a hoe)1,,

were e \teemed% sulnerable or) tlpr londs of
rill, the% were attempung tee entorce and the'
proc essers dies were us rig 1() (airs out the
rules ,)( hoot personnel ,-hrruld not fear re'

ersal cunt see long as flies follow Iwo
has'( pone roles the lust is that ersersone
entitled to due prows, ot 1,1 flat h

CI;

person, regardless of circumstancer.,, is entitled
to fair play Due process is riot a static con-
«Tt, it varies with specific conditions Expul-
sion requires an elaborate procedure, a mild
punishment for a minor offense does not The
point to remember, the question to be asked
in each case is, has the child been treated tardy?

A second principle is that underlying every
rule should be a rationale related to the edu-
cational process No one would argue that
point Still, schools have lost a significant num-
ber of court cases pre( isely because they could
not respond to the question "why" when a
rule was challenged Courts, always reluctant
to interfere with school authorities, have not
overturned school rules when there was a logi-
cal basis for thorn This implies fewer rules, but
rules that are really necessary It also suggests
a governance program easier to administer.

A third aspect of a governance program is
the role of the principal As suggested in an
earlier chapter, the. principal is a significant
tigure in establishing the climate of the school
The pone ipal's attitude and, more important,
his hehayior, will has e a great deal tee de) not
only with the. stoic tire' of the governan«. pro-
gram, but also its eftee tiveness I low the prin-
cipal himself conducts his relationships with
tacults, youngsters, and parents will have an
impac t on the. se hool's atmosphere An admin-
istrator e annot realistic ally impose a demo-
( rah( gets eman«r program Neither can he
e\pect one to des elop if he behaves in an
authoritarian manner In other words) pon-
e ipal can onls eye( f what he hunseit is willing
tee cept part eef his own leadership style,
c \pressed in behavioral terms

Introit it perhaps is ,poomatie to state again
that students r an play a signore ant tole in
deselopimr governance program Neverthe-
less, it is well worth repeating that today's



youngster's are much more able than yester-
day's to assume responsibilities in this area It

is the school's task to provide children with
those responsibilities commensurate with their
maturity, always striving to encourage students
to accept more The mote students are able
to govern themselves, the less adults have to
impose order

Parents, too, have a part to play in the gov-
ernance program Schools need to «minium-
(ate with parents in a variety of ways, and
beyond traditional means, sue h as PTA meet-
ings, in order to inform parents ot the purposes
of the governance program Parents' advice
and desires also can he used in the develop-
ment of the program In a real sense, the
school can move only as tar as its patrons
understand and support its practices

Finally, in an ettec hve elementary sc hool dis-
cipline program that tully respects c hildren's
interests and rights, the princ 'pal and the teat h-
ers--with the help of the students, the parents
and others establish rules for behavior on the
basis ot objective governance and educational
considerations, taking into ac «milt, however,
the extent ot the statf's and the children's
readiness

The principal and the teachers are riot up-
tight about order and quiet, but aim for the
objectively optimum ratios of treedom to order
and noise to quiet V'i'le the governance pro
gram is realistic for the students as the ,,,,,,

the sc hool is always striying hard toward more
liberal requirements for each individual stu-
dent, up to the point where only absolutely
ne«u,sary rules remain The sc hool is always
pushing fm" greater involvement o1 the student
with other students as a grout) in the sc hook
governance, both in setting instrumental rules
and requirements and selecting and taking
measures for produc mg compliance (''''',

Everyone in the school knows the existing
rules and expectanons and their relatiye impor-
tance, and the principal and the teat hers work
stubbornly to bring about compliance with
every rule The students are attorded substantial
and continual opportunity in class meetings
ommittees, «iuncrls, and the like to deter-

mine their own conduct, individually in sonic
matters and collectively in others Threats and
punishments ;ire seldom used and when they
are, they are of such a nature that they don t
deeply engage the emotions nit either the pun
fisher or the student

The principal keeps the somewhat contra-
dictory roles he plays in proper balanc e As a

broker in ideas and communications, he works
to get all members of the school engaged in a
more or less continuos , dialogue about the
students' behavior, about how limits on that
behavior can be broached, and about how stu-
dents can come to be more Cully inyoked in
regulating their own behavior, either as tree
individuals or as members of selogoyerning
groups He does this regardless of how good
or bad the discipline in the sc hool appears to
he

The principal arid the teat hers try to he as'
open as possible with students, and the prin-
t ipal is as open as possible with the tear hers
about their personal y row s, biases doubts and
hang-ups The whole sc hool exec meow is as
engaging r hallenguig reward's,: and ego-
building as possible for both students and
teachers

The principal and the tear hers ignore I it
c umvent resist, or merrule pressures or Huta
ions put on the sc 110°1 by the supeontendent
or the «immunity that threaten either to in
tringe on the students rights or to restric t un

duly freedom or their opportunity to learn At

the same time, they, try to educate those out
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mg in a behavior will he higher or
lower (e g , confiscating ball so that
running around will be less tun, insti-
tuting a student government that
makes coming to school more appeal-
ing)

II Procedures that v..ork more directly to

produce a psychological change in the
student himselt
A Doing something to get the student's

physiological condition changed to g ,

opening a window giving a student
his prescribed pill)

B leaching the student new competen-
cies le g , showing him how to walk
away tram a fight)

C Changing the student's emotional dis-
positions through a psychotherapeutic
technique (e g , letting a student talk
through his anger or frustration about
a situation)

D Changing what the student believes is
true about the situation he fat os
1 ( hanging what he believes about

what's possible for him to do
(Jiving him intormation g ,

information suggesting that tru-
ing to avoid doing what is

wanted is tunic, information
that he car, get his schedule
changed so he can go home
with his friend without cutting
a ( lass)

h c..timulating him to think le g ,
inviting a girl who threatens to
heat up another girl to consider
whether she really (an)

2 Changing what he behev-s about
the costs various ways of behaving

..

will have in effort and unwanted
consequences
a Giving him intormation in such

ways as
Prophesying that the costs of
the unwanted behavior won't
he high (e g telling him that
he can obey a rule without
sacrificing his self-respect)
Promising to do something
to keep the cost of the
wanted behavior low (e.g.,
promising to save a seat at
lunch for a student who is
supposed to stay behind and
clean up)

in Cautioning that the "natural"
consequences of the un-
wanted behavior may be un-
pleasant (e g , pointing out
that fighting usually leads to
trouble)

is Threatening to do something
to make the consequences of
the unwanted behavior un-
pleasant
(1) Threatening in words

g , saying, "Much more
of that and I may have to
keep you after school")

i2) Appearing to threaten
g glaring or making a

show of force by kicking
a wastehasket)
Punishing unwanted be-
havior when it occurs as
a sample of what one
may continue or repeat

g reprimanding, re-
proaching, imposing for-
mal punishment)



h Stimulating the student to think
through for himselt the possible
msts ot different ways of be-
having g , engaging him in a
nondirective or reality- therapy
conference or group discussion)

3 Changing what he helievvs about
the benefits to he gamed' by vari-
ous ways of behaving
a Giving him information in such

ways as
Pointing out benetits to he
gained (e g , saying, If we
can all get settled now,
there'll he time atterwards

", providing an example
of enjoyment ot benefits)

li Promising or bargaining to
do something to make the
consequences pleasant
(11 Promising or bargaining

in words (e g "If you
show you can do a good
joh on this I II let you
decide ''t

(2.1 Appvdring to) promise re-
wards by making clear
one's power and one',
general dispositum to re
ward ie g , smiling doing
tavors, turning one's back
to show trust'
Rewarding wanted be-
havior when it o« urs-
as a sample ot what may

he repeated (e g prais-
ing, «)mplimenting, pay-
ing oft with tangible ben-
efits or more responsibil-
ity)

Irr Cautioning the student that
the benefits of an unwanted
behavior he's weighing will be
low g telling a student,
"It you do cut class, it won't
he any fun, because there's
nothing to do-i

iv Threatening to do something
to prevent the consequences
of the unwanted behavior
from being pleasant (c g, es-
tablishing a precedent for the
restitution of stolen property,
telling a student, As long as
you keep doing this, I won't
tell you ")

Stimulating the student to think
through and weigh for himself
the possible benefits ot differ-
ent ways of behaving ie g en-
gaging him in a nondirectRe or
reality-therapy conference or
group disc ussion)

( hanging the student's hellos about
right and wrong (e g «mducting
group (11'( 1.11()I1 Of the Ildtur«o
moral values}

III Ouea-proc echire taking no ac lion ie g
Aaiting for a c Liss to settle dov n to \Amt.
by 'twit
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